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Introduction

Japan is fast becoming a society marked by a decreasing birthrate and rapidly aging demographics, leading to an overall population decline. In addition, there is continuing internal migration mainly among young people from rural to urban areas, which has resulted in an uneven population distribution across different regions of the country, with a sharp drop in rural areas particularly among young people and those of working age. This has had a serious impact on efforts to conserve the environment. For example, a decrease in the number of farmers and foresters has resulted in a greater amount of abandoned cultivated land and forests without sound management, leading generally to a deterioration of biodiversity and ecosystem services. In this way, environmental, economic and social challenges are inseparably linked, and are set to become ever-more complex.

Turning our attention to the international community, 2015 witnessed the most major environmental developments to take place since the year 2012, when Japan’s Fourth Basic Environment Plan was formulated. Reflecting the global environmental crises, countries quickly adopted the "2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" which incorporates the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and the "Paris Agreement". Indeed, 2015 could be considered as a turning point in international environmental diplomacy. With the entry into force of the Paris Agreement, the global community has steered major efforts towards building a carbon-neutral society, and ESG (Environment, Society and Governance) investment has become a major international trend. Thus, now is the time to start moving towards a new civilized society, with a major shift in our basic thinking (paradigm shift).

This is the first Basic Environment Plan prepared after the adoption of the SDGs and the Paris Agreement. Recognizing this, the Plan should appropriately respond to these new international developments as well as to changing domestic situations. In doing so, it is important to utilize the concepts of SDGs by addressing multiple issues in an integrated manner. It is particularly important to recognize that the basic approach adopted in this Plan is different from that adopted previously. In the previous plans, priorities were set separately in each of the environmental fields with a focus upon directly addressing specific environmental issues. This Plan, on the other hand, sets up six interdisciplinary cross-cutting strategies, such as specific measures to solve several different issues in a complementary manner. By doing so, this Plan aims to adopt and embody the basic approach of the "Integrated Improvements on Environment, Economy and Society (II2ES)" proposed in the Third Basic Environment Plan. Even though at first glance they might be considered unrelated to the environment, quite a few activities actually have considerable environmental dimensions, such as efficient use of resources and pursuit of a low carbon emissions pathway. Making stakeholders more clearly aware of the usefulness of this approach could greatly contribute to further dissemination of
II2ES. This is indeed one of the intended roles that this Plan should play.

Going forward, environmental policies will be required to create innovations across all perspectives including those concerning socio-economic systems, lifestyles, as well as technologies. Future policies have to be effective in addressing relevant environmental issues to the fullest extent. Furthermore, they should be designed so as to bring about synergistic effects that contribute to solving economic and social challenges concerned simultaneously (i.e. simultaneous solutions), drawing upon interlinkages that exist among different challenges. These will open up "new avenues for growth" that ensure quality of life is maintained into the future.

The momentum has already started to build. Even in rural areas that are most seriously affected by current economic and social problems, there are a few local governments, business entities, and non-government organizations that are revitalizing their areas by applying creative thinking and sustainably utilizing rich natural resources. The government is required to find out about these emerging efforts and to share their innovative practices among all stakeholders concerned, which will contribute to realizing II2ES throughout Japan.

The key to achieving II2ES is to first form a self-reliant and decentralized society in tune with local needs, and then have various elements complement each other among neighboring communities making use of available regional resources. This concept could be called the "Circulating and Ecological Economy" and it will be an effective concept to maximize the potential of each region across Japan, making use of the wide range of resources found in mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages as well as in cities. Regions across Japan are certainly facing difficult challenges arising from declining populations, falling birthrates, and aging demographics, on the one hand, yet these regions are also endowed with various resources such as beautiful natural landscapes. As such, local communities can serve as effective models for achieving II2ES. Ultimately, it is essential to maximize the sustainable use of regional resources.

New environmental policies are required to contribute to international communities as well as to respond to national challenges. Japan has a great deal of experience in overcoming serious problems concerning pollution. In addition, Japan has successfully developed and implemented advanced technologies for energy saving and resource efficiency. Furthermore, it embodies traditional wisdom such as the "Mottainai" spirit and harbors a long history of living in harmony with nature. With the exacerbation of environmental problems on a global scale, Japan's advanced environmental technologies and infrastructures, underlying ideas, systems, and human resources together provide an exemplary model for improving the state of the global environment.
For Circulating and Ecological Economy to be reliably put into practice, it will become increasingly important to forge partnerships with a wide range of stakeholders. This will enable us to provide various viewpoints, which will lead to the development of human resources to realize II2ES. In other words, enhancing and strengthening partnerships can nurture relevant human resources.

By way of illustration, environmental policy as a whole can be considered as a tree, with priority strategies representing its "flowers" and the "environmental policies to support priority strategies" making up its "trunk" and "roots". Without a trunk and roots, the tree will not bloom and only when the flowers bloom will the tree bear fruit for future generations. Just as the roots and trunk of a tree form the main support, it is vital to steadily advance environmental policies to support priority strategies.

Certain progress has been made towards restoration following the Great East Japan Earthquake, including through decontamination and reconstruction of infrastructure. However, overall restoration is still only half completed. Remaining challenges include safe handling of contaminated soils produced by decontamination and radioactive wastes generated by the accident. All government agencies must conduct concerted efforts to continue addressing these remaining issues. It is also a matter of urgency to make Japan fully resilient against potential large-scale natural disasters such as earthquakes centered directly within Tokyo as well as those caused by the Nankai Trough.

Over the course of humankind’s coexistence with nature, we have built up knowledge and perspective on how to thrive on this planet. We need to make full use of this capacity in conjunction with information and communication technologies (ICTs) and other modern science and technologies, thereby ensuring minimal environmental impacts even as Japan’s economy grows. Environmental impacts can be kept to a minimum in three ways: (i) "circulation" of materials and natural resources, (ii) "symbiosis" between nature and human beings, as well as "symbiosis" between regions through maintenance and rehabilitation of sound ecosystems, and (iii) realization of “low carbon” societies through various measures including those mentioned above. This kind of circulation and symbiosis based society ("Environmental and Life Centered Civilized Society") stands to provide the image of a sustainable society that Japan can aim for.

Based on the Basic Environment Act enacted in 1993, and taking into consideration the overall developments accumulated over the previous four basic plans, this Plan will describe ideas and measures to further develop sustainable societies as mentioned above.
We hope that this Plan will serve as a guide on future directions not only for the government but also for all various stakeholders concerned.
Part 1  Environmental, economic and social conditions and direction of development of environmental policies

Chapter 1  Current state of environment, economy, and society, and recognition of challenges

Japan is now faced with complex crises and challenges related to all three areas of environment, economy, and society.

With its declining birthrate and aging population, it is inevitable that the total population of the country will continue to drop over the coming decades. In addition to this, migration from rural to urban areas, particularly of young people, has accelerated the uneven distribution of Japan’s population across its various regions. Consequently, the numbers of young people and those of working age are rapidly dwindling in rural areas. These demographic changes have weakened local communities and in turn have become obstacles to delivering effective administrative services by local governments. The changes have seriously affected various administrative sectors of certain localities, including local environmental conservation efforts. For example, the decrease in the labor market for agricultural and forestry workers has resulted in a surplus of abandoned uncultivated land, and forests without sound management are increasing. Similarly, agricultural and other damage caused by unmanaged wildlife is becoming worse due to a decrease in hunters and so on. In such areas, vulnerability to natural disasters is rising, abundant nature such as Satochi-Satoyama (socio-ecological production landscapes) is being lost, and diverse wildlife and associated rich cultures are being put at stake.

The Great East Japan Earthquake in March 2011 and the subsequent accidents at TEPCO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, brought about enormous human, physical and economic damage. The disaster brought into sharp relief the inflexibility of centralized and large-scale energy supply systems. At the same time, the disaster also drew attention to the potential of localized energy systems in effectively complementing major infrastructure. In affected areas, a certain amount of progress has been made to restore the region through decontamination and reconstruction of infrastructure. However, overall restoration is still only half completed. Remaining challenges include safe handling of contaminated soils produced by decontamination and radioactive wastes generated by the accident. Looking at Japan overall, infrastructure which was rapidly constructed during the period of high economic growth is now showing signs of deterioration. Thus, it is also a matter of urgency to make Japan fully resilient against potential large-scale natural disasters such as earthquakes centered directly within Tokyo or those caused by the Nankai Trough.
In contrast to Japan’s continued demographic shift, the world’s population is increasing, mainly in countries in Africa and other parts of Asia. This will lead to a growth in global demand for natural resources, energy, water and food, which could in turn have major implications for the Japanese economy in the future. Although the Japanese economy has improved in terms of employment and income in recent years, burgeoning economic growth in developing countries has resulted in a reduction of relative presence of the Japanese economy on the international stage. It is important to encourage economic growth to ensure it remains globally competitive. This can be achieved by restructuring the Japanese economy as well as strengthening international competition by enhancing technological innovations such as artificial intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT) which are essential parts of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, together with a substantial increase in inbound tourism.

Bearing all this in mind, global-scale environmental crises are likely to seriously exacerbate the various aforementioned challenges facing Japan.

The "2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" (hereinafter the "2030 Agenda") adopted at the UN General Assembly in September 2015 has 17 goals and 169 targets as sustainable development goals (SDGs). SDGs include goals related to water and sanitation, energy, sustainable cities, sustainable production and consumption, climate change, terrestrial ecosystems, and marine resources. Some of them are directly related to global environmental issues, while others have indirect but close environmental links. This is understood as a clear reflection of the very real sense of crisis felt by the international community about global environmental sustainability.

Above all, serious and widespread irreversible impacts created by climate change are likely to extend to Japan. For example, there is concern that the risk of natural disasters is likely to be amplified. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report, warming of the climate system is unequivocal. In addition, it has become clear that the world average temperature rise within the range up to 2100 is almost proportionate to cumulative CO₂ emissions from anthropogenic sources. The Paris Agreement, adopted in December 2015 as an international response to climate change, tries to hold the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2 °C, and aims to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 °C. For this purpose, the Paris

1 The "goal" of SDGs means the ultimate level of achievement at the global level for each of the issues covered by SDGs. On the other hand, the "targets" could be determined by governments, taking into account different situations in each country, keeping accordance with the global level goal concerned. Thus, targets are more detailed so as to include the final achievement level and intermediate levels by specifying the final target year and numerical figures. For example, Goal 12 states "Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns", while Target 12.3 states "By 2030, halve per capita global food waste at the retail and consumer levels and reduce food losses along production and supply chains, including post-harvest losses."
Agreement aims to mitigate anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions to practically zero (i.e. balancing emissions and removals of anthropogenic greenhouse gases) in the second half of this century. This has become a turning point on the path to building carbon-neutral societies throughout the world². This long-term goal of the Paris Agreement can be achieved by limiting cumulative emissions to less than a certain amount, taking into account the amount of removals by sinks. (The idea that there is a certain upper limit on the anthropogenic cumulative emissions in accordance with removals by sinks is called the "carbon budget"³.)

For this reason, Japan should continue to pursue rapid reductions of greenhouse gases emissions based upon the best available science. In response to the Paris Agreement, Japan formulated the Plan for Global Warming Countermeasures in May 2016⁴. While the amount of emissions in Japan has declined over the past three years, there are a number of factors that may contribute to an increase of these emissions in the future. These include: prolonged shutdown of nuclear power plants; potential expansion of coal-fired power plants; progress of transitioning from ozone depleting substances to hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) that have no ozone depletion effect but have high global warming potential; and an increase in disposal of refrigerators and air conditioners using refrigerants that have high greenhouse effect including HFCs. There are certainly many challenges to overcome if the target is to be achieved. Japan's carbon productivity⁵ was among the highest in the world until the mid-1990s. However, as a result of steady improvements made by some European countries, Japan’s international carbon ranking has declined since around 2000. Currently it is not even close to the top of the list.

In the G7 Leaders’ Declaration of the Ise-Shima Summit in 2016, G7 countries committed to formulate ambitious mid-century long-term low greenhouse gas (GHG) emission development strategies well ahead of the 2020 deadline. G7 countries also recognized the importance of providing incentives such as domestic measures and enacting carbon pricing in furthering emission reduction activities. In June 2017, the US announced its withdrawal from the Paris Agreement. Immediately following that, Japan expressed its firm will⁶ to continue to commit to implementation of the Agreement. Countries around the world also reaffirmed their continued commitment. At the G7 Environment Ministers’ Meeting, a

---

² To achieve the balance between the anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases and the removals by sinks in the second half of the century, i.e. carbon neutrality throughout the world.
³ Carbon budget is sometimes used in the meaning of "carbon balance" with respect to carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere.
⁴ Refer to the Part 2, Chapter 3, Section 1
⁵ GDP per greenhouse gas emissions. Differences in the industrial structure need to be taken into account when international comparison is made.
⁶ The official statement of Japan after the announcement of the US withdrawal from the Paris Agreement (Press release made by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on June 2, 2017)
communique\(^7\) was adopted, agreed by seven countries including the US.

At the G20 in July 2017, G20 leaders including the US continued to commit to reducing greenhouse gas emissions including through innovation. In addition, G20 members except for the US reaffirmed a strong commitment to the Agreement, arguing that the accord cannot be reversed. As observed in several national automobile policies\(^8\) and energy policies\(^9\), many developed countries are already pursuing efforts to realize a carbon-neutral society, with even a few developing countries following suit. Private sector efforts are also making good progress. Many private companies have set their own mid- and long-term reduction targets (e.g. Science-Based Targets\(^{10}\)) and are taking measures. In the finance sector, ESG investment (i.e. investment that takes into consideration factors such as Environment, Social and corporate Governance) is expanding, and institutional investors are increasingly viewing environmental performance as one of the key factors for consideration in their investment decisions. Thus, the world has started to steer major efforts towards a carbon-neutral society, triggered by the entry into force of the Paris Agreement. Businesses are also waking up to the fact that it is not only climate change that is a direct risk, but there is also a risk associated with how we deal with the potential impacts of climate change (such as adaptation measures). In addition, changes are likely to spring up in the industrial structure in response to climate change, requiring support for issues such as fair workforce transition, creation of decent work and high quality employment.

The global environment has been substantially altered by both uncontrolled developments on a global scale, and by climate change. This has resulted in the continued loss of biodiversity including a decline and loss in various genetic resources. If this trend persists at the current pace, as pointed out by many

\(^7\) The environmental ministers of the six countries except for the US and the European Commissioner in charge of environment and climate issues reaffirmed the strong commitment to address climate change effectively and urgently and to implement the Paris Agreement rapidly and effectively, which continues to be a worldwide instrument to adapt to climate change impacts. The US decided not to participate in these commitments. However, as a signatory to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the US indicated its willingness to continue reducing CO\(_2\) emissions.

\(^8\) Examples include new policies introduced in UK and France in 2017 to prohibit the sales of gasoline and diesel cars by 2040.

\(^9\) There was the launch of a coalition for the abolition of coal-fired thermal power plants announced at COP 23 of the UNFCCC, which was led by UK and Canada joined by a few developing countries such as Costa Rica and Fiji.

\(^{10}\) SBT (Science-Based Targets) aims to set reduction targets consistent with scientific knowledge to achieve the "2 °C target" defined in the Paris Agreement. It is a joint initiative by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), the World Resources Institute (WRI), and the United Nations Global Compact. SBT requires companies to set their greenhouse gas (GHG) target to match the reduction level necessary to maintain global temperature rise below 2 °C as compared to that of the pre-industrial revolution, as described in the 5th Assessment Report (AR 5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Japan announced in the Climate Change Summit held in Paris, France in December 2017, that it would support registration of Japanese companies and aim for certification of 100 companies by March 2020.
experts, the global ecosystem may exceed a critical threshold in the near future, which could result in a dramatic loss of biodiversity and a widespread decline of ecosystem services (i.e. various benefits for human beings such as food, water and a stable climate). As a result, the overall welfare of human beings may decline due to mid-to-long-term contractions of global supply, and demand for food and water.

The earth’s natural resources are finite, yet demand continues to grow. Environmental impacts associated with mining and waste disposal are increasing. At the same time, there is a concern that mounting resource constraints will impact economic growth. Meanwhile, Japan made great improvements to resource productivity and recycling rates including through the promotion of the 3Rs (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle), which has been successful in reducing the amount of final disposal of waste—even despite the fact that recent progress has not been significant. Ultimately, Japan should further strengthen its efforts to raise resource productivity through the 3Rs, and promote the 3Rs internationally as a matter of priority in the future.

Environmental pollution of air, water, and soil is certainly not a problem that only existed in the past. Marine pollution due to marine litter including microplastics is a serious issue and global pollution due to anthropogenic emissions of mercury and other persistent, highly-accumulating hazardous chemical substances into the environment is becoming more serious. Thus, there is a global concern that human health and ecosystems are seriously affected by the above-mentioned pollution through water, air, and food chains. However, international actions by G7 countries and others to deal with marine litter, and efforts under the Minamata Convention on Mercury which entered into force in August 2017, have only just started. On the domestic front, the achievement of environmental standards in Japan is generally improving over the medium-to-long term, and countermeasures against extreme pollution that occurred nationwide have achieved certain results. Soil contamination by heavy metals, asbestos in buildings, and polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBs) that have yet to be detoxified persist as a negative legacy from the past. Remaining challenges also include atmospheric pollution with fine particulate matters (PM 2.5), and photochemical oxidants. Water pollution caused by eutrophication in enclosed water areas still also poses a problem. These issues should be tackled appropriately, including ensuring proper management of various chemicals from emerging industries, with a view towards protecting public health and living environment.

The explanation thus far points to the overall deteriorating of the environment, which forms the basis for our socio-economic activities. In an effort to objectively evaluate the influence of human activities on the earth’s natural systems, some notable research on "planetary boundaries" has been carried out.

---

The research has clearly indicated that human society could continue to develop and prosper, as long as human activities remain within the “safe operating space” of the earth’s systems. Yet, the research also underlines that if such thresholds\(^{12}\) are crossed, irreversible changes may take place, which will totally transform the natural environment on which human beings safely depend. Among the nine environmental factors covered by this research, the extinction rate of species and the circulation of nitrogen and phosphorus are evaluated to be in the high risk area, which is beyond the range of uncertainty. Climate change and land use change have been assessed to extend into the area of uncertainty associated with considerable risk. The research poses an important question—how will human beings pursue wealth and affluence within the limits determined by the planetary boundaries?

Many of the above-mentioned crises and challenges confronting Japan go well beyond all the usual temporal and spatial ranges, and transcend specific policy areas. In addition, they are intrinsically related to one another, which makes it even more difficult to deal with them effectively. Japan may be seen as an "advanced nation" precisely because it is facing these crises and serious challenges ahead of other countries. One way of dealing with this is to give up trying to think how to solve these problems and become very pessimistic; another way is to learn to live with the problems and simply maintain the status quo. But of course, neither of these are viable options. Rather, we must change our mindset, and only then can we turn these challenges into opportunities.

With the entry into force of the Paris Agreement, the world is steadily steering towards carbon-neutral societies. Potential demand for advanced environmental technologies including those for energy efficiency promoted by Japanese companies, are thus likely to expand significantly. In fact, some Japanese companies have already begun initial efforts towards this end, viewing them as potential new business opportunities. Capitalizing on potential demands for such advanced technologies stands to be a major driving force for the Japanese economy. In Japan, the nation’s infrastructure will soon need a comprehensive overhaul and such structural reform can be regarded as an excellent opportunity to render the country more resilient and attractive. As part of this, climate change adaptation and ecosystem-based disaster prevention/reduction\(^{13}\) could be more fully incorporated to enhance the effectiveness of such processes. Appropriate utilization of regional resources offers the key to

---
\(^{12}\) At which level the "boundary" should be set is not determined only by natural science knowledge. While natural science provides the basis, social and policy judgments are needed regarding to what extent risks can be tolerated. The boundaries in this study are set with conservative and risk-averse approaches.

\(^{13}\) The 3rd United Nations World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction held in March 2015 adopted the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction which recognizes effectiveness of utilizing natural ecosystems for management and reduction of disaster risks.

simultaneous achievement of environmental conservation and regional economic revitalization. Meanwhile, many developing countries still face serious air pollution problems as well as rapidly increasing amounts of waste. Japan's wisdom and experience, especially with regard to the technologies it has developed in addressing severe pollution and waste issues in the past, could provide effective ways to solve these problems in developing countries.

Taking fully into account the current state of Japan in view of the challenges described above, the Fifth Basic Environment Plan sets out major directions for the development of future environmental policies.
Chapter 2 Basic concepts for the development of future environmental policies to build a sustainable society

1. What does a future sustainable society look like?

In light of the growing sense of crisis outlined in Chapter 1, modern society is becoming more complex than ever before, with environmental, economic and social aspects very closely linked. If we want to pass on a sound and abundant environment to the next generation, we must ensure that environmental considerations are fully incorporated into socio-economic systems, thereby securing environmental sustainability. The socio-economic systems themselves must also remain sound and sustainable. A sustainable society can only be achieved if actions are undertaken to improve environmental, economic and social aspects in an integrated manner. It is no longer acceptable to pursue economic/social development at the expense of environmental conservation, or to protect the environment by sacrificing economic or social gains. What is needed is to develop a “Win-Win” or synergistic approach that covers all three pillars of sustainable development. Current international trends such as adoption of SDGs, the entry into force of the Paris Agreement, and expansion of ESG investment, indicate that now is the time to enact a major paradigm shift, aimed at ultimately bringing about a new civilized society. Based on this recognition, this Plan presents a broad image of a "sustainable society" to be realized by putting in place the environmental policies set out below.

Following the definition of "sustainable development" proposed by the “UN Commission on Environment and Development” (Brundtland Commission) in 1987, the concept of "sustainable society" has been the basic direction set out in the "Basic Environment Act" (Act No. 91 of 1993) and subsequent Basic Environment Plans. The Fourth Basic Environment Plan (Cabinet decision on April 27, 2012) stated that the ideal sustainable society contains the premise that "the risk to human health and ecosystems is sufficiently reduced and “safety” is secured". The plan then sets out the definition of sustainable society, stating that each of the three environmental challenges, i.e. "low carbon", "circulation" and "harmony with nature", is to be achieved in an integrated manner with the participation of all major stakeholders, thereby ensuring a sound and rich environment from global to local levels. To further develop this definition, the Fifth Basic Environment Plan defines sustainable society as follows.

The environment consists of the “circulation” of elements through photosynthesis and food chains

---

14 Our Common Future defines "sustainable development" as "meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."
cutting across the atmosphere, water, soil, as well as living creatures, and a delicate balance is maintained between ecological systems. Human beings are part of this environment. However, economic activities have resulted in the exploitation of resources beyond the earth’s environmental capacity. There has also been an excessive impact on the environment from discharged substances. As a result, the delicate equilibrium among ecosystems has been broken. The collapse of this balance is manifested in the form of climate change and loss of biodiversity. Now is the time to make use of the wisdom inherited from our ancestors who lived with natural laws and mechanisms, and take up new challenges to realize a new civilized society. We must strengthen our efforts to proactively drive innovations from all perspectives, thereby transforming society into a sustainable one based on SDGs.

While nature is certainly a source of abundance, it can sometimes result in serious threats to humans. Traditional beliefs in Japan do not oppose nature; rather the Japanese have developed a reverence towards the natural world, adapting and cultivating wisdom to live in harmony with nature. We need to make full use of this traditional knowledge in conjunction with ICTs and other modern science and technologies, thereby ensuring minimal environmental impacts even as Japan’s economy grows. Environmental impacts can be kept to a minimum in three ways: (i) "circulation" of materials and natural resources, (ii) "symbiosis" between nature and human beings, as well as "symbiosis" between regions through maintenance and rehabilitation of sound ecosystems, and (iii) realization of “low carbon” societies through various measures including those mentioned above. This kind of circulation and symbiosis based society ("Environmental and Life Centered Civilized Society") provides a vision of a sustainable society that Japan can aim for. This Plan advocates building a "sustainable society" through innovative environmental policies, so that Japan becomes the most "advanced nation to solve modern challenges" ahead of other countries. Based on this future-oriented approach, we will work hard to address the mounting challenges facing Japan.

2. Expected roles of future environmental policies ~ Creating innovations in socio-economic systems, lifestyles, and technologies, and providing simultaneous solutions for economic and social challenges ~

In building a sustainable society, it is important to recognize that a sound and rich environment is the basis for socio-economic activities. There needs to be a transformation in our society so that efforts to promote economic growth and improvement of social infrastructure do not increase environmental burdens.

One important role that future environmental policies can serve is to create innovations across all perspectives including those concerning socio-economic systems, lifestyles, and technologies. Such
innovations include incremental improvements of existing goods and services, as well as those that are outside the reach of conventional technologies and systems. For this to be realized, it is first necessary to present a vision of what a sustainable society might look like for society as a whole, then share it among all stakeholders including citizens and businesses. This will hopefully lead to a shared understanding that it is not only relevant to research and development for purposes of promoting future technology innovations, but also to facilitate greater financial investment from business. As such, the following measures are considered critical: provision of incentives to reward early movers of innovation; creation of market demand for environmental conservation; generation of new employment opportunities and equitable systems for transition of the labor market; internalization of externalities by imposing responsibilities on polluters in line with the polluter-pays principle; incorporation of environmental considerations from the planning stage; promotion of environmental awareness through environmental education and Education for Sustainable Development (ESD), as well as introduction of measures to promote partnership with a wide range of stakeholders. Taken together, these measures will contribute to building mechanisms to support more sustainable societies.

Another aim involves maximizing the impacts of future environmental policies. In fact, what is critical for future environmental policies is to contribute to providing solutions to economic and social challenges (hereinafter referred to as "simultaneous solutions"), fully recognizing the ways in which they are linked. Emerging challenges to the environment, economy and society are becoming not only more serious but they are also inter-related. For this reason, policy design must include elements which allows for environmental measures to contribute to addressing economic and social challenges, and at the same time, economic and social measures help in solving environmental issues.

Future environmental policies should create innovations across all perspectives including those concerning economic and social systems, lifestyles, and technologies, and facilitate simultaneous solutions for socio-economic challenges. These could open up "new avenues for growth" that ensure quality of life is maintained into the future.

3. Basic concepts for the development of future environmental policies

(1) Implementation of measures for II2ES

The environmental, economic and social challenges facing Japan now seem to be characterized by certain complexities due to the fact that dominant market trends in other sectors result in impacts on other areas. II2ES should be adopted as a basic approach to address this complex set of challenges. However, this basic approach is different from those adopted by previous Basic Environment Plans,
in which priorities were set separately in each of environmental fields with a focus upon directly addressing specific environmental issues in question. For this reason, this Plan underlines a need to strategically establish a focused, cross-cutting framework that accounts for interlinkages, and enables specific measures to help address various challenges in an integrated manner.

(2) Appropriate responses to international and domestic situations based upon the basic principles and concepts for environmental policies

Internationally agreed frameworks such as the 2030 Agenda and the Paris Agreement are key elements in building sustainable societies. They can take on the attributes of a “catalyst” to fundamentally change the direction of socio-economic activities over the next several decades. Indeed, there is a possibility that major changes such as those observed in the finance sector may affect other sectors in the future. A number of developed countries have already promoted efforts towards a carbon-neutral society, and some developing countries are also making similar efforts. On the other hand, Japan is lagging behind, and its international presence is diminishing. Failure to properly deal with these sustainability challenges may, in the future, affect the reliability and competitiveness of Japanese companies. It has even been pointed out that there is a risk of Japanese companies being excluded from global value chains. Yet, such a crisis also presents a good opportunity to enhance the position in the global value chain, by taking full advantage of Japan’s excellent environmental technologies.

A sustainable society as envisaged by this Plan should incorporate the important points mentioned above. By drawing upon the basic principles and concepts presented in previous Basic Environment Plans, accurately identifying major changes in international and domestic situations, and appropriately reflecting interests of future generations in decision-making, progress can be made to enhance national measures and to strengthen international cooperation.

(3) Utilization of the concepts of "Sustainable Development Goals" (SDGs)

SDGs with their interlinked 17 goals and 169 targets advocate an approach to address multiple challenges in an integrated manner. The SDGs also comprise a multiple-benefit approach, in which one particular measure can generate a positive array of subsidiary returns. The 2030 Agenda also states that “they are integrated and indivisible and balance the three dimensions of sustainable development: the economic, social and environmental.” From an environmental perspective, the basic relationship among the goals could be understood as follows: the role of the environment is to function as the foundation, upon which socio-economic activities are carried out on a sustainable basis.\(^\text{15}\)

\(^{15}\text{This is basically consistent with the idea presented by the above-mentioned concept of the planetary boundaries. A}\)
Some of the SDGs may seem difficult to achieve together and some of them indicate a relationship of trade-offs. This is why an integrated approach is needed to create synergies. It is, indeed, important to broaden our horizons to consider other goals, which enables us to adopt a win-win approach. We can then pursue "both" objectives with one action simultaneously, as opposed to “either/or”.

In addition to the above, the 2030 Agenda outlining the SDGs has also declared the promotion of "all-inclusive" partnership, which encourages all stakeholders to participate. It is not appropriate to conduct relevant actions based solely on building upon feasibilities and realities of the existing society. Rather it is important to adopt a "back-casting" approach, by which the image of a future society we seek can guide what we need to do now\textsuperscript{16}. In other words, we must let the future dictate “our next steps”. These basic concepts underlying SDGs are instrumental in promoting I2ES.

Furthermore, making the SDGs a reality is directly linked to addressing various regional challenges in Japan. Major improvements could be made to a range of regional plans, by using the basic concepts of SDGs, focusing on and fully incorporating local perspectives.

\textsuperscript{16} UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN), “Getting Started with the SDGs”, December 2015.
Chapter 3 Principles and methods of environmental policy

The following principles should be given full consideration, for successful implementation of the measures to realize a sustainable society elaborated in Chapter 2, as well as priority strategies and their supporting environmental policies s also described in Part 2, and the measures listed in the system of environmental protection measures outlined in Part 4.

1. Principles of environmental policy

- Environmental efficiency
Sustainable development requires economic development without compromising the integrity of environmental conservation. This translates into a need for efforts to raise "environmental efficiency", i.e. reducing environmental impacts per unit of goods and services generated, thereby avoiding an increase in environmental burdens, despite an increase in wealth or expansion of the economy (decoupling).

- Concepts of risk assessment and precautionary approach
Many environmental problems are associated with some scientific uncertainty. Examples include environmental impacts of global warming, and the effects of chemical substances on health and ecosystems. In such cases, environmental risk assessment should be carried out based on the scientific knowledge available at the time, evaluating to what extent a particular issue generates impacts on health and environment, and looking at the probability of such impacts occurring. The next critical step would be to judge the necessity and urgency of countermeasures, taking into account the predetermined acceptable level of risk, and then to set priorities and put countermeasures in place.

Still the fact remains that there will always be some uncertainty left in identifying causes of the problem and in evaluating consequent impacts, and in planning and implementing countermeasures, even if those countermeasures were put in place based on the latest scientific knowledge at that time. However, if no measures are taken because of uncertainty, then once the problem does occur, it may well cause massive damage and incur massive costs associated with countermeasures which then become necessary. The consequences could be long-term or even irreversible.

For this reason, scientific uncertainty should not be the reason for delaying measures to tackle problems that may cause environmental problems. Every effort should be made to enhance scientific knowledge, and preventive measures should be taken based on the “precautionary approach”. This fundamental approach has already been adopted in various environmental policies to deal with, among
others, global warming, biodiversity conservation, chemical substances, and air pollution. For example, the "Basic Act on Biodiversity" (Act No. 58 of 2008) has provisions supporting the precautionary approach. Many of the international conventions ratified by Japan also include the precautionary approach. This points to a growing need to implement domestic measures based on the precautionary approach. From now on, it will be vital to continue promoting and developing policies underpinned by this approach.

Since the Great East Japan Earthquake, the importance of risk assessment and the precautionary approach has been reaffirmed not only from the disaster prevention point of view, but also from the environmental policy perspective. Indeed, risk assessment should be carried out as objective as possible based upon scientific knowledge, thereby promoting policies that are fully in line with the concept of "environmental risk" and the "precautionary approach".

In order to make policy decisions when there is some level of uncertainty, it is essential to form a consensus with stakeholders and citizens. In that case, all-out efforts should be made to promote communications among stakeholders, and policymakers should hold full accountability.

Even after policy decisions have been made, for example, in the area of biodiversity conservation, regular review should continue for necessary additions and other changes of policy measures in accordance with the adaptive approach, drawing on newly accumulated scientific knowledge.

- **Polluter-pays principle**

  The "polluter-pays principle", a standard for allocating environmental expenses, is important to incorporate the cost of environmental measures in the market through pricing, thereby promoting the more rational use of scarce environmental resources. In addition, it should be noted that the polluter-pays principle in Japan has been discussed as a principle of justice and equality that would contribute to bearing the cost of decontamination and relief measures for victims. Corporate management and consumption behavior should be encouraged to take safety and environmental aspects into account by reflecting the cost of preventing environmental pollution caused by accidents and operations in the prices of products and services.

  In addition to the above, it is important to utilize the principle of "extended producer responsibility". This means that producers have certain responsibilities physically and financially until the post-consumption stage in the product life-cycle. We should also apply another principle of “taking measures at pollution source” through, for example, eco-designing and eco-manufacturing so as to minimize the emissions of pollutants and wastes as much as possible from the start.
2. Approaches to implement environmental policies

Based on major environmental policy directions elaborated above, and to find solutions to individual environmental policy challenges listed in Part 2, it is necessary to prioritize policies, improve cost-effectiveness, and reduce expenses borne by society as a whole. Up until now, various policy approaches such as direct regulation, subsidies, tax incentives, and public awareness raising have been implemented. However, there is still a need for developing new policy approaches, improving existing policy approaches, and expanding the scope of policy application. This is indicated in Chapter 2, Section 5 of the Basic Environment Act. The environmental policy approaches that satisfy specific policy objectives are outlined below.

- **Direct regulation approach**
  Direct regulation specifies certain goals and compliance matters to be achieved by society as a whole, then utilizes laws and other control measures to achieve them. It is effective for prevention of environmental pollution and land use control for conservation of natural environment.

- **Regulatory frameworks approach**
  This approach intends to achieve regulatory objectives by presenting goals, with mandatory actions and procedures to achieve them. This approach is effective to take preventive or advanced measures to deal with new environmental pollution for which quantitative target setting and specific compliance matters are difficult to set, while making full use of creativity and ingenuity of those subject to regulation.

- **Economic approach**
  This approach aims to achieve policy objectives by providing economic incentives to stakeholders so that they take economically rational actions in the market. Specific measures include subsidies, financial support by tax incentives, imposing an economic burden via taxation, emissions trading, and feed-in-tariffs (FIT), among others. This approach is effective for those to whom the command and control measures such as those two mentioned above cannot be applied. This approach utilizes changes in market prices to make stakeholders reduce environmental burdens.

- **Voluntary approach**
  This approach seeks to achieve policy objectives by way of encouraging businesses to set voluntary targets for their own actions. It is particularly effective in cases where businesses have widely expressed their commitments to society and their progress is checked by the government, i.e. almost
equal to a social commitment. This creates an incentive for technological innovation, and contributes to raising environmental awareness and bringing in environmental education/learning for stakeholders concerned. This approach is expected to be effective in cases where businesses need to deal with complicated environmental problems quickly and flexibly by making full use of their expert knowledge and ingenuity.

- **Information approach**
  This approach promotes the disclosure and provision of information on the environmental load of business activities, products and services so that businesses actively engaged in sound environmental practices and producing environmentally friendly goods can be selected for investment and procurement. Publishing environmental reports and demonstrating environmental performance are notable examples, which are expected to be effective in promoting environmental considerations of all stakeholders including suppliers of products and services.

- **Procedural approach**
  This approach intends to incorporate procedures and criteria for environmental considerations into the decision-making processes of a particular actor or entity. Examples include Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), and the Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR) to require documenting and reporting the amounts of release and transfer of chemical substances in the environment. This approach is considered effective in integrating environmental considerations into actions of each entity.

- **Action approach**
  This is an approach to meet policy objectives through direct implementation of necessary actions by public entities, i.e. national and local governments. This contrasts with other approaches mentioned above which intend to exert certain pressure to non-public actors.

In addition to those listed above, the Basic Environment Act also mentions a few other approaches, including measures to promote understanding through environmental education and learning. Applying only one of these approaches proved effective in addressing pollution problems resulting from specific large-scale sources in the past. However, the modern policy challenges are the simultaneous realization of a low carbon and a sound material-cycle society in harmony with nature, moving towards a truly sustainable society, through II2ES. Obviously application of a single policy measure alone cannot be effective to deal with modern challenges. New and innovative policy approaches are needed. Also an appropriate combination of policy options could be made by way of an effective policy mix, taking fully into account nature and characteristics of policy objectives. By doing that, policy packages could be developed to draw on synergies that exist among different policy...
approaches.

When considering and implementing individual measures according to this Plan, it is necessary to consider an appropriate combination of various policy approaches elaborated above.
Part 2 Putting the environmental policy into action

Part 1 Chapter 1 described the current state of Japan regarding environment, economy and society. This Plan covers environmental measures over the next five years, and specific measures described in Part 2 will be implemented, based upon what should be achieved by 2030 and 2050, as well as the review of the Fourth Basic Environment Plan, keeping in mind SDGs for development targets set for 2030, Japan’s mid-term target for greenhouse gas emission reductions by 2030, and the long-term goals of the Paris Agreement set for the second half of this century.

Chapter 1 Concepts of priority strategy setting

1. Establishment of a priority strategy based on the administrative plan for each area

Complex modern challenges can only be tackled by setting a cross-cutting strategy that enables specific measures to address various problems in an integrated manner, keeping in mind that a plan has been in place for each of the major policy areas of the environment.

A sustainable society can only emerge if economic activities shift towards a green economy that enables sustainable production and consumption. Japan’s national land is the basis of its socio-economic activities and it should be ensured that the national land is sustainable and remains resilient against disasters. Furthermore, each region should come up with a solution for its own economic and social challenges by making the best use of local resources. Citizens in urban and rural areas should be more engaged with each other, by preserving the environment closest to them, and forming a space with further reduced environmental risks so that citizens can enjoy lives that are healthy and prosperous.

There needs to be research, development, demonstration and dissemination of environmental technologies supporting Japan’s economy, land, community, and way of life. Of course, developing these technologies not only contributes to sustainable development and reduction of the environmental loads on a global scale, it also contributes to the promotion of Japan’s environmental businesses. Therefore, it is important for Japan to implement policy measures that contribute to environmental conservation of the planet as a whole.

Bearing the above in mind, this Plan has six priority strategies as listed below:

(1) Formulation of a green economic system for realizing sustainable production and consumption
(2) Improvement of value of national land as stock
(3) Sustainable community development using local resources
(4) Realization of a healthy and prosperous life
(5) Development and dissemination of technologies supporting sustainability
(6) Demonstration of Japan's leadership through international contributions and building strategic partnerships

Each strategy will be elaborated in Chapter 2, while Chapter 3 will explain the measures that support priority strategies in detail.

There is some overlap between the six priority strategies. Rather than strictly separating each strategy, this overlap will enable one policy measure to address more than one priority issue, thereby creating the synergy needed to accelerate the realization of a sustainable society.

Some of the measures are relevant to several priority strategies, but are listed under the one considered most substantially related. Thus, in implementing each of the measures, broad attention needs to be paid to interlinkages that exist between the priority strategies concerned.

2. Enriching and strengthening partnerships

(1) Role of each entity as a prerequisite for partnership

In putting these environmental policies in place, every entity that makes up society should be aware of its own responsibility to the environment. We must realize that addressing environmental measures can bring great benefits for our lives, as well as for regional and corporate management. We must also recognize a major risk will emerge if we neglect or postpone environmental measures. Keeping these in mind, voluntary and proactive efforts are required to reduce environmental loads as much as possible by each entity through understanding the role to be played and the significance of participation in environmental conservation under a fair allocation of responsibilities according to each respective position.

The following points clarify the roles that the government should play in order to enhance and strengthen partnerships, as well as the roles that local governments, businesses, non-government organizations and citizens are expected to perform.

- National government

The national government plays a role in promoting comprehensive environmental conservation measures by establishing a framework to encourage participation and close cooperation among
national and local governments, businesses, non-government organizations, and citizens with close
governmental coordination so that the environment can be conserved through the participation of society as a whole. The national government presents respective goals, directions and roles of all entities for their environmental conservation efforts. The government also creates a foundation to facilitate actions by all entities through a transformation of the overall socio-economic systems and incorporation of environmental considerations in utilization of the national land.

The national government promotes voluntary and proactive efforts by all entities through promotion of environmental education and learning, support for activities of non-government organizations, and provision of information. The government also promotes dialogues among all entities to enable networks and partnerships to be more firmly established.

Furthermore, the national government will proactively and broadly incorporate environmental considerations into its own initiatives.

- **Local governments**
  Local governments are key to promoting regional priority strategies and play a major role as promoters of regional environmental conservation as the basis for building a sustainable society. It is the local government that is expected to act as the coordinator for regional actions. Local governments are expected to implement comprehensive environmental conservation measures in the region, working closely with related departments, and in collaboration with local residents, businesses, non-government organizations, other local governments and national organizations concerned. Taking the regional characteristics into account, local governments present goals and major directions of various initiatives in the region. Local governments also lay a regional basis by promoting operationalization of various policy systems concerned, as well as developing social infrastructure, and promote actions by each entity.

Furthermore, local governments will proactively and broadly incorporate environmental considerations into their own initiatives.

- **Businesses**
  Businesses account for a major part of economic activities and as such, businesses play an important role in reducing environmental loads. Businesses are expected to take voluntary and proactive efforts across the entire value chain of products and services. Such efforts could include not only pollution prevention but also efficient use of resources and energy, reduction of wastes, and reduction of environmental loads throughout production to distribution processes.
In particular, businesses are expected to gain new business opportunities for their market expansion by developing new technologies for environmental conservation, as well as promoting environmentally friendly product designs, and devising product distribution processes.

Businesses providing products and services that contribute to environmental conservation play an important role in the creation of a sustainable society with less environmental loads. In fact, their products and services are expected to provide a basis for other entities to implement their respective environmental measures. Therefore, active development is expected. Financial institutions, investors and others are also expected to create a flow of funds for building a sustainable society through environmentally-friendly investment.

- Non-government organizations
  Non-government organizations set up by citizens and businesses, such as NPOs/NGOs, educational institutions, research institutes, scientific communities, cooperatives, labor unions and others, are involved in a wide range of autonomous and organizational initiatives on environmental conservation. Their activities provide an important contribution to building a basis for efforts to promote environmental conservation. These organizations have a pivotal role in constructing a society in which every entity proactively participates in environmental conservation, featured by well-nuanced efforts such as grassroots activities and private international cooperation.

  In addition to carrying out specific environmental conservation activities, non-government organizations are expected to make evaluations on efforts made by public agencies, businesses and individuals, to act as a bridge for conveying information among different entities through, for example, communicating expert information to the public in an easy-to-understand manner, and to offer policy recommendations drawing on their respective expertise.

  Educational institutions, research institutes, and scientific communities in particular are expected to further enhance scientific knowledge as well as sharing data and providing information, and promoting innovative technology development based on the most recent scientific knowledge.

- Citizens
  Environmental impacts resulting from our daily lives are on the increase, which makes it necessary for citizens to shift towards more sustainable lifestyles.

  Citizens need to deepen their understanding concerning the relationship between people and the
environment, and should try to incorporate environmental considerations into their behaviors to reduce environmental loads caused by their daily lives.

They are expected to take voluntary and proactive actions to improve their immediate environment.

Furthermore, building a sustainable society requires that citizens’ views are reflected in the decision-making processes, thus they are expected to actively participate in various opportunities provided by national and local governments.

(2) Enriching and strengthening partnerships

Partnership is stated as one of the "Five Ps" that form basic elements underlying the SDGs. Diversifying partnerships among a variety of entities will become more and more important to ensure a steady implementation of the Basic Environment Plan. Partnerships among different entities concerned are a vital element for successful implementation of priority strategies and related supporting policies. Environmental information is indispensable in promoting proactive participation of entities concerned. Thus, each entity is encouraged to provide the environmental information they have according to the needs of other stakeholders, thereby enhancing and strengthening partnerships at each stage of policy implementation.

Indeed, partnership is of particular importance to ensure appropriate and effective implementation of specific policies in support of priority strategies.

The following initiatives require enhanced and strengthened partnerships:

- Further promotion of environmental education based on the concept of ESD through all-inclusive partnership among administrators, schools, companies, residents, community associations, NPOs, NGOs, scientific communities, cooperatives, and others.
- Promotion of voluntary efforts by companies to contribute to measures to deal with global warming, and proactive and voluntary actions by citizens through promotion of public campaigns that facilitate wise choices.
- Promotion of technological development and dissemination to conserve the rich environment for the future through partnerships between government, industry and academia such as open innovation.
- Promotion of risk communications through dialogue and joint-thinking between the national
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government, local governments, businesses, non-government organizations, and citizens to further deepen mutual trust. All entities are encouraged to work together to reduce environmental risks and realize a sustainable society.

- Promotion of international collaboration at all levels, between the government of Japan and other national governments as well as international organizations, and among municipalities, businesses, and non-government organizations.

These enhanced actions will make it possible to cultivate multifaceted viewpoints, and will lead to equipping human resources with the skills to realize II2ES. In other words, enhancing and strengthening partnerships will contribute to human resource development.

Identifying and awarding best practices that contribute to II2ES could be one of specific measures to enhance and strengthen partnerships, which enables such good practices to be widely shared across the whole society, thereby encouraging each stakeholder to take voluntary initiatives and to further strengthen partnership among all entities.

3. Building a sustainable community - Creating the Circulating and Ecological Economy

In order to build a sustainable society across the entire country, each region needs to be sustainable. For this reason, each region is required to autonomously pursue the implementation of efforts toward II2ES, while taking advantage of its own characteristics. But in today’s modern era in which socio-economic activities are carried out over a wide area, it is impossible to isolate socio-economic activities in a closed region; as such, it is vital for regions to become complementary to each other.

This Plan aims to create a "Circulating and Ecological Economy"\(^\text{18}\) that produces new value chains, complements and supports regional resources by building broader networks, which is composed of natural connections (connections among forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea) and, economic connections (composed of human resources, funds, and others), while making full use of mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages, and cities. Each region will demonstrate its strengths by utilizing its unique characteristics, thereby building a self-reliant and decentralized society where different resources are circulated within each region, and symbiosis and exchange with neighboring regions according to unique characteristics of each region.

\(^{18}\) The idea of "Circulating and Ecological Economy" is proposed in "Building a society by integrated policy approach on low-carbon, resource circulation, and living in harmony with nature ~ Creating environmental and life centered civilized society ~ (recommendation)" (Central Environment Council, July 2014).
“Circulating and Ecological Economy” incorporates the concept of “Regional Circular Sphere” indicated in the "The Second Fundamental Plan for Establishing a Sound Material-Cycle Society" (Cabinet decision on March 25, 2008). The concept underlines the importance of promoting resource circulation at optimal scales according to the characteristics of regions concerned, and the nature of resources to be recycled. Basically, resources suitable for circulation in a small area should be circulated in the smallest zone possible, while resources suitable for circulation in a larger area should be circulated in a much more expanded area, thereby resource circulation could be optimized with a combination of overlapping circular areas according to resources to be circulated. “Regional CES” also incorporates the concept of "Social-ecological Sphere" indicated in the "National Biodiversity Strategy of Japan 2012-2020" (Cabinet decision on September 28, 2012), which takes consideration of communities and people closely connected with the supply and demand of local ecosystem services, or the blessing of nature, in a holistic way, and promotes deepening and enhancing collaboration and mutual support. As such, Regional CES is a concept that aims to promote the utilization of regional resources, and ultimately realize low carbon development, as detailed below.

“Circulating and Ecological Economy” could be applied to small areas at the community or municipality level (including special wards in Tokyo) in certain cases, but may be appropriately applied in a scale even larger than river basins and prefectures, in other cases. Circulating and Ecological Economy will therefore cover a variety of geographical areas from the level of villages, through municipalities, to that of prefectures and river basins.

“Circulating and Ecological Economy” has in its scope almost all resources including foods, products, circular resources, renewable resources, artificial stocks, natural capital19, as well as basic chemical elements such as carbon and nitrogen. All of these resources are circulating through every stage of human socio-economic activities such as production, distribution, consumption, disposal, as well as through natural systems. In order to make resources circulation appropriate, first of all, inputs of resources including materials and energies should be minimized as much as possible, thereby utmost efficiency could be achieved. In addition, “Circulating and Ecological Economy” minimizes environmental burdens through diversified and multilayered resource circulation, and mobilizes regions through promoting circular regional economies.

“Circulating and Ecological Economy” will ensure a symbiotic relationship with nature, between
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19 Circular resources (livestock manure, food waste, sewage sludge, plastic, metal etc.), renewable resources (wood, renewable energy sources such as geothermal, wind and hydropower etc.), artificial stock (social capital, buildings etc.), and natural capital (forest, soil, water, air, biological resources, etc.)
people, environment and living creatures in particular, recognizing the fact that humans are a part of environment and are living creatures themselves. Based upon this recognition, “Circulating and Ecological Economy” will ensure symbiosis between nature and humankind from the perspectives of both conservation of secondary nature and suppliers and consumers of local ecological services. “Circulating and Ecological Economy” also promotes symbiosis among different regions ranging from mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages, and cities.

The key to creating “Circulating and Ecological Economy” is to re-discover regional resources and to utilize them properly. To find new values in overlooked resources of each region will be the first step moving towards II2ES. For example, power generation and heat use utilizing regional biomass ensures low carbon and resource saving by replacing fossil fuels and reducing long-distance transportation. It also creates economic and social benefits through increasing employment for the region, and strengthening resilience by securing energy locally in times of disaster. Benefits could be even greater if utilized biomass is derived from thinning of local forests and management of secondary nature (i.e. Satoyama), which will certainly contribute to sound management of forests and conservation of rich natural environment (i.e. ecosystem services), thereby creating multiple benefits cutting across economy, society and environment.

“Circulating and Ecological Economy” is a new approach, which is not only beneficial for mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages but also for cities. People in urban areas could become more aware of or even “visualize” the fact that they are supported by agricultural, forestry, and fishing products from mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages, and other benefits from nature (i.e. ecosystem services). This could lead to concrete actions to support villages through increased participation in nature conservation activities and expanded purchase of products from environmentally sound agriculture. In other words, “Regional CES” is a concept to maximize the vitality of all regions, making full use of mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages as well as cities.

This Plan will mobilize all the measures listed in the priority strategies centering on initiatives in Chapter 2 "3. Sustainable community development using local resources". It will create innovations across all perspectives including those concerning socio-economic systems, lifestyles, and technologies. The Plan aims to realize sustainable societies by developing multifaceted and multilayered policies that cover from regions of Japan to the rest of the world through creation of “Circulating and Ecological Economy.”
Chapter 2 Development of environmental policies for each priority strategy

1. Formulation of a green economic system for realizing sustainable production and consumption

(Basic concept)
In order to ensure sustainable production and consumption patterns, this Plan will aim for socio-economic system innovation, as well as improved resource productivity\textsuperscript{20} and carbon productivity (economic growth can be achieved while reducing natural resource inputs and greenhouse gas emissions).

From this point of view, decision-making and investment decisions are encouraged that will contribute to the construction of a sustainable society and promote environmental business as well as encouraging the expansion of supply and demand of green products and services (in particular by expanding overseas demand) by cultivating environmental business to become the driving force of the Japanese economy. At the same time we will work to reduce environmental impacts and create a virtuous circle for the economy.

Further, it is necessary to transform Japan's energy supply and demand structure by promoting thorough energy conservation and making maximum use of the renewable energy that is available in Japan which is a major pillar of our measures against global warming. At the same time, through reduction of primary energy imports, energy self-sufficiency will expand, contributing to better energy security. This will also contribute to the improvement of international balance of payments and the strengthening of industrial competitiveness in Japan. From this point of view, we will encourage efforts towards the maximum introduction of energy conservation and renewable energy by companies, consumers and others.

From the viewpoint of resource circulation, Japan must develop an economy that moves towards the ultimate form of socio-economy whose material flow is in harmony with the circulation of nature. This requires a break from the old economic system designed to create a successful model enabling efficient economic activities based on "concentration" and "homogenization", which made "goods" and "money" the source of competitiveness to create added value. What is required now is to propel innovation based on the Fourth Industrial Revolution and ensure it is reflecting across all industries and areas of social life. It would be possible to transform the economy as a whole from one based on

\textsuperscript{20} Added value per input amount of natural resources. When comparing internationally, it is necessary to pay attention to differences in industrial structure, etc.
"quantity" to one based on “quality" and improve labor productivity\textsuperscript{21}, by ensuring that "people (human resources)" and "data" are represented as sources of value. By connecting diversity with "self-reliance" to bring about "integration", the new business model can be expanded to one that produces more added value, by "providing necessary products and services to those who need them, when necessary, and only in the amounts needed ". This will optimize material flow of the current economic society into a flow that reduces environmental impacts and encourages thorough resource circulation throughout the entire life cycle.

In order to boost the efforts of companies etc., it is essential to promote the greening of the economic system. As seen in ESG Investment, investors are increasingly looking at environmental considerations of companies as one of the factors for investment decisions. In line with this growing trend, we will promote the greening of the whole tax system and green finance that shifts the flow of capital into the development of sustainable society such as investment and loans to markets related to environmental fields including climate change countermeasures, resource circulation and harmony with nature.

(1) Expansion of environmental business and mainstreaming of environmental considerations in corporate strategy

(Expansion of environmental business)
Environmental businesses in Japan continue to expand in market size creating viable opportunities for employment. To further expand environmental business and set it as a driving force for the Japanese economy, there should be continuous monitoring of corporate environmental business and promotion of green products and services supplied by companies over the short run. We also need to gain a better understanding of the market size of environmental business, develop best operating practices as well as promote efforts to secure and nurture human resources and improve productivity, including policies for such promotion. Environmental business will be thus supported through various measures (described below) such as green procurement, green contract, expansion of green finance, and greening of the whole tax system.

(Promotion of environmental management throughout the value chain)
As ESG investment expands globally, Japan is seeing a growing interest in the activities of companies with environmental considerations. Companies are required to respond to environmental issues such as climate change and degradation of natural capital, not only within their own company but also the entire value chain including their business partners. This trend will broaden the scope of activities of

\textsuperscript{21} Value added per labor input
companies with environmental consideration and will be a major driving force for building a sustainable society.

To promote further expansion, companies are to be encouraged to calculate and reduce emissions associated with the value chain, quantify and visualize reduction amounts through the value chain, and support the formulation of mid and long-term reduction targets based, for example, on the Science-Based Targets for individual companies. Introduction of environmental management systems will be promoted based on the PDCA cycle such as ISO 14001 and Eco Action 21 for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) throughout the value chain.

We will also encourage companies to promote further environmental management through active disclosure of environmental considerations and the direction of future efforts with improvements in comparability and trustworthiness of information, through making their environmental reports public.

Furthermore, for the purpose of creating new corporate value by incorporating environmental aspects into corporate management, we will encourage companies to conduct in-house and external training to develop human resources to work on environmental management and conservation within their companies and guide the greening of the economy and society.

(Understanding and promotion of new business models such as servicizing and sharing economy)
With the use of IoT and AI, there has been a rapid expansion of businesses focusing on providing functions of a product as services, i.e. servicizing (e.g., product lease and rental, ESCO (Energy Service Company) business), and sharing economy (e.g., car sharing, cycle sharing, temporary lodging at private residence) which is one form of servicizing. Expansion of these new business models are expected to encourage long-life of products and easy-to-recycle designs, and encourage conversion from the conventional mass-production and mass-consumption type economic systems. For this reason, there needs to be better understanding of these new business models including contribution to low carbonization and resource saving, and they should be promoted widely through “visualization” of their environmental benefits.

(Green procurement / Green contract)
In order for companies to expand the supply of green products and services, it is essential to expand demand for such products and services. For this purpose, the national government, etc. works actively
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22 Economic activities that other individuals etc. can use such as idle assets etc. that can be utilized possessed by individuals etc. (assets (space, goods, money, etc.) and abilities (skills, knowledge etc)).
on the initiative of green procurement and green contract, and we carry out public awareness raising to encourage green procurement and green contract of local governments, companies and individuals. To move green procurement forward, a review will be conducted on the roles and directions of the "Act on Promotion of Procurement of Eco-Friendly Goods and Services by the State and Other Entities" (Act No. 100 of 2000).

(Promotion of advanced Japanese green products/services/environmental infrastructure)
Demand for green products and services is not limited to Japan. Efforts towards a carbon-neutral society have accelerated internationally with the entry into force of the Paris Agreement. Developing countries are also now looking to maintaining a good environment along with economic development, so this provides opportunities for Japan to promote superior green products and services. Through top sales utilizing bilateral policy dialogues and regional forums, among others, we will promote infrastructure exports to improve the environment of developing countries. Promotion can be packaged with systems, technologies and finance together, and will also contribute to diverse business development in Japan. To promote green products, negotiations will resume on the EGA (Environmental Goods Agreement) so that a conclusion can be reached as soon as possible to promote free trade of goods contributing to environmental protection and climate change countermeasures.

(2) Improvement of the balance of payments and strengthening of the industrial competitiveness through maximum use of domestic resources

(Promotion of all-out efforts for energy conservation)
Improving energy efficiency is one of the main global warming measures and at the same time it is the key to productivity improvement.

Based on the "Act on the Rational Use of Energy" (Act No. 49 of 1979, hereinafter referred to as the "Energy Conservation Act"), we will implement further energy management and promote the introduction of energy-saving facilities and equipment. Improvements should also be made on the energy efficiency of household appliances and automobiles utilizing the equipment top runner system. SMEs are not included in the specified businesses23 under the Energy Conservation Act, but we will promote energy conservation efforts by SMEs, by encouraging them to recognize the need for energy conservation, to support their investment in energy conservation, and promote detailed assistance needed by SMEs through the "Energy Conservation Regional Consultation Platforms".

---

23 Operators with energy consumption (converted to crude oil equivalent) of the entire business operation of 1,500 kl/year or more
Regional efforts by local governments will be strengthened through the support of the formulation and implementation of action plans developed based on the "Act on Promotion of Global Warming Countermeasures" (Act No. 117 of 1998).

Furthermore, utilizing IoT for example, a new energy saving (negative watt) trading market will be established so that consumers themselves can manage their energy use in a more proactive manner.

In order to reduce environmental loads of the entire supply chain in the field of logistics, there will be more collaboration between consigners requesting cargo transport and cargo shipping companies engaged in cargo transportation, as well as efficient and low carbon transport modes by introducing vehicles that contribute to high efficiency of truck transportation such as articulated lorries as well as promoting a modal shift. To simultaneously conserve energy and reform workstyles, low carbon transportation and delivery systems will be constructed through collaboration among those concerned. Measures will include creating a "carbon free port", reduction of re-delivery by utilizing delivery boxes, joint transportation among companies, combination of freight and passenger transport, and other efforts using IoT.

(Maximum introduction of renewable energy)

Utilizing the abundant renewable energy that is available in Japan in combination with energy saving and energy storage can lead not only to CO₂ reduction but can also to the improvement of energy self-sufficiency and the revitalization of regional economies. This could be achieved with the proper application of the Act of Partial Revision of the “Act on Special Measures Concerning Procurement of Electricity from Renewable Energy Sources by Electricity Utilities” (Act No.59 of 2016), which was implemented in April 2017 to prompt the cost efficient introduction of renewable energy. Taking other comprehensive measures such as overcoming grid system restrictions and research and development will promote development of a self-sufficient power supply over the mid to long-term, in harmony with the nature and local societies, while finding a balance between the maximum introduction of different renewable energy sources, and alleviating the burden on citizens.

Technological developments will be promoted for higher efficiency and lower cost of solar power equipment. For wind power generation, technologies will be developed to enhance the efficiency of electricity generation, lower costs, upgrade grid operations, and expand the introduction of offshore wind power generation. Stakeholders will be consulted to examine the idea of promoting wind power generation based on a zoning approach, which separates areas where wind power could be introduced, from areas where priority is given to nature conservation and other living environments. We will also take up measures to speed up EIA. For hydroelectric power generation, we will promote the
installation of power generation capacities in existing dams that have no power generation facilities, as well as replacing the old facilities installed in other existing dams, coordinating with stakeholders concerned. For small and medium hydroelectric power generation, there are many undeveloped sites so these will be utilized as an energy source to lay a foundation of decentralized energy supply and demand structure of the region, taking into account the associated business challenges such as high cost. This will require rapid and smooth installation of equipment for geothermal power generation by reducing investment risk, promoting understanding of local residents, accelerating EIA, and further rationalization of the regulations and systems concerned as necessary.

As renewable energy is expanded, a critical issue is fluctuations in electricity generation, and the resultant loads on the grid system. This requires much wider operation of the grid system, acquisition of power sources that have higher capabilities to respond to changes in demand, and demand response adjusted to supply capability, and introduction of batteries on both grid side and demand side (including utilization as batteries for electric vehicles), as well as storage using hydrogen, strengthening inter-regional connection lines, thereby further expanding the capacity of the electricity grid to accommodate renewable energy, and at the same time introducing a self-reliant and decentralized renewable energy system off grid.

There is also a need to make more effective use of heat produced by renewable energy sources (such as solar heat, geothermal heat, snow and ice heat, hot spring heat, seawater heat, river heat, and sewage heat) and un-utilized waste heats. We support the introduction of renewable energy heat supply facilities and demonstrate and construct models that make effective use of various thermal energies in the region, taking fully into account economic efficiency and local characteristics.

(Expansion of the use of hydrogen)
Hydrogen is expected to contribute to the improvement of total energy efficiency utilized in fuel cells, which could be a part of a decentralized energy system. It will also contribute to stabilization of the grid system being used as storage of electricity produced by renewable energy (Power-to-Gas), as well as to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the transport sector.

In order to expand the use of hydrogen in the domestic, business and industrial sectors, we will promote the dissemination of residential fuel cells (i.e. Ene-Farm) as well as technological development and demonstration of fuel cells for offices and industrial power generation to make them less costly and more efficient. This will require hydrogen-related facilities to be incorporated into existing energy systems such as power generation and heat supply, thereby building a low carbon hydrogen supply chain.
For industrial vehicles such as fuel cell vehicles (FCV), fuel cell buses and fuel cell forklift trucks, development of necessary technologies will be promoted to lower prices and improve performance and encourage wider use.

Hydrogen stations are essential for the operation of FCV and they will be systematically set up while looking at the possibility to use hydrogen produced from renewable energy. In addition to promoting technological development aimed at reducing costs associated with hydrogen stations, we will also consider reviewing relevant regulations based on the improvement of safety and reliability of the technologies concerned.

Technological development for stable production and transportation of hydrogen at low cost will be vital, as well as promotion of technological development and demonstration of hydrogen production, transportation and storage technologies with as few CO\textsubscript{2} emissions as possible, such as hydrogen production from renewable energy and hydrogen transformation of un-utilized energy sources.

This will require expanding the use of hydrogen according to the "Basic Hydrogen Strategy"\textsuperscript{24} including efforts elaborated above.

\textbf{(Utilization of biomass as energy and circular resources)}

Expanding the use of biomass-derived energy and products could be effective to create the vitality of mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages, and return profits to local areas. This is expected to lead to a virtuous cycle of the regional economy.

Comprehensive utilization of woody biomass including expansion of power generation and heat use by woody biomass aims to promote the expansion of the use of domestic timber including that produced through thinning, thereby promoting the growth of wood and forestry industry. Food waste will be thoroughly used as animal feeds and fertilizers, for which demand should be expanded through the promotion of agriculture, forestry and fishery based upon materials circulation. Wet biomass such as livestock excreta, sewage sludge, and food waste not converted into animal feeds and fertilizers should be used for power generation and heat use utilizing biogas produced by the methane fermentation process. Residual liquid left in the process could be used as fertilizer for agriculture. These actions will promote environmentally friendly and disaster-resilient towns and villages centered on the biomass industry.

\textsuperscript{24} Decision by Ministerial Council on Renewable Energy, Hydrogen and Related Issues (December 26, 2017)
(Utilization of circular resources, urban mining)

Use of domestic circular resources contributes, in the same way as renewable resources do, to improvement of the balance of payments in addition to reducing the environmental burden associated with transportation. Upstream measures will be strengthened such as environmentally conscious designs, sustainable procurement, reduce, reuse, and increasing the use of recycled materials. Such efforts should be made by all stakeholders concerned to ensure efficient resource circulation throughout the entire life cycle. We aim to promote low carbon and resource circulation models such as sharing and re-manufacturing, and others fully utilizing IT, and support will be given to efforts on improving resource productivity in each industry.

Particular focus will be put on efficient use of urban mining (i.e. extraction of useful resources included in used products). We will analyze how metals could be collected, looking at the impact and effect of recycling of small household appliances. Further full use will be made of the local characteristics, including collaboration among various entities such as venous/recycling industries and material industries, thereby maximizing the total amount of metals recovered, including base metals and rare metals.

Citizens will be encouraged to participate in 3R activities associated with the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2020, through a project to produce Olympic medals using metals recycled from small household appliances.

(3) Formulation of a green economic system through finance

(Promotion and expansion of ESG investment etc.)

In recent years, ESG investment has been expanding. Many asset owners such as pension fund (funding contributors) and asset managers have signed onto the "Principles for Responsible Investment" (PRI) advocated under the initiative of the United Nations in 2006. The Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF)—the world’s largest institutional investor—is one such institution. The result is a burgeoning global ESG investment since 2012. This movement is spreading to other sectors such as banking and insurance. There has been some expansion of ESG investment in Japan, but not as much as that in other parts of the world. Japan needs to encourage stakeholders and investors to be more aware of the importance of ESG investment, get a clearer understanding and move ahead with further expansion. Therefore, we will encourage more companies to disclose environmental information and optimize the quality of that information to improve corporate value. A platform will be maintained and improved to boost active dialogue between investors and companies.
(Promotion of investment and loans to green projects)

In order to meet the 2 ° C target and achieve the SDGs, huge investments are required for projects that contribute to global warming countermeasures and prevention of degradation of natural capital. In order to attract private investment to such projects, we will support low carbon projects where private funds are not sufficiently supplied, and support green bond issuance and subsequent investment.

(4) Tax system as the basis of green economic system

(Promotion of greening of the whole tax system)

Promoting greening of environment-related taxation systems including energy taxes and vehicle taxes is an important program to build the basis of the green economic system because it leads to the further promotion of environmental conservation through incorporating environmental considerations into the actions of various stakeholders including companies and citizens. We will promote greening of the whole tax system, through synthetic and systematic survey and analysis of environmental and other effects from environment-related taxes, while considering the situation of foreign countries.

Using tax revenue from the special tax measure of the Petroleum and Coal Tax for climate change mitigation, we will steadily implements measures to control energy-originated CO₂ emissions.
2. Improvement of value of national land as stock

(Basic concept)
Given the declining population, declining birth rate and aging population, apparent impacts of climate change, energy issues, intensifying global competition, aging of infrastructure, as well as an increase in land which can no longer be appropriately managed, it is important to promote various policies for sustainable national land management. In order to deal with these issues, it is necessary to incorporate environment considerations in both hardware and software of social infrastructure development and land use, and to develop national land that can respond to economic and social challenges.

Therefore, measures will be implemented to conserve the diversity of the national land based on live in harmony with nature. Conserving the natural environment also leads to sustainable use of ecosystem services and support of industry and living in Japan, and it also serves as a source of high value added goods and services. Not only pristine natural areas, but also local natural environments such as Satochi-Satoyama (socio-ecological production landscapes) and agricultural lands, parks, and green spaces in urban areas lead to an improved quality of life (QOL), with accompanying health benefits.

Furthermore, we will implement policies focused on encouraging the creation of sustainable and attractive cities. Cities could be made more compact and consequent sustainable regional public transport networks could contribute to the reduction of CO$_2$ emissions due to less traffic. Central urban areas are being revitalized to ensure a healthy lifestyle by increasing the amount of walking and bicycling. The volume of construction waste and construction byproducts could be reduced through appropriate maintenance and effective utilization of stock, and this would also encourage low carbon housing, thereby building up a good housing stock as a foundation for current and future living.

Policies will also be implemented on improving resilience using environmental infrastructure and green infrastructure$^{25}$. We believe that strengthening of regional capacity to prevent and reduce disasters utilizing diversified functions held by the natural environment, the provision of a stable supply of energy including in times of disaster through the introduction of self-reliant and decentralized energy system, as well as the provision of a consistent waste treatment system during both periods of disaster and non-disaster periods, will lead to improved resilience. It is essential to ensure a safer living environment by encouraging relocation from areas with high disaster risk to low risk areas.

$^{25}$ Green infrastructure is a sustainable and attractive landscape building that utilizes various functions of the natural environment (provision of habitats for living creatures, formation of good landscape, suppression of temperature rise, and disaster prevention and reduction). This implies both a way of thinking and method for promoting community development.
(1) Maintenance of the diversity of the national land centered on living in harmony with nature

(Maintaining, enhancing and utilizing natural capital)
For ensured and sustained benefits of nature and sound socio-economic activities in all regions, we will promote properly evaluating, maintaining, enhancing the value of natural capital as stock and its sustainable conservation and use by mainstreaming biodiversity across sectors.

Japan is a nation of many islands that stretch a long way from north to south, and as such various wildlife including many endangered species and endemic species inhabit and flourish here. It is necessary to harmonize human activities and maintain biodiversity through habitat conservation with endangered species, as well maintaining and revitalizing various natural environments damaged in the past such as rivers, wetlands, tidal flats, and algae fields. We will also promote measures against invasive alien species, and promote wildlife management, while maintaining connections among forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea. In this way, national land use will also be promoted responding to economic and social challenges with environmental considerations incorporated.

(Maintenance and conservation of forests)
It is necessary to promote diversified and healthy forests in order to demonstrate the multifaceted functions of forests such as conservation of national land, water source recharge, conservation of biodiversity, and measures to deal with global warming. Thus, forest management should ensure timely and appropriate re-forestation and thinning over certain regions, and promotion of mixed forests of conifers and broadleaf trees according to local natural conditions. For this purpose, we will establish a new forest management system aimed at making forestry a new growth industry, and realizing sound management of forest resources. At the same time, forest maintenance and conservation should be promoted through utilization of new tax schemes such as a forest environmental tax (tentative title) and a forest environment transfer tax (tentative title).

(Establishment of ecosystem networks)
We will establish ecosystem networks according to catchment basins centered on rivers, utilizing conspicuous large bird species as symbols. Specifically, the following measures should be promoted: recovery of dis-continued rivers, regeneration of flood plains and wetlands, sound connections between rivers and man-made water bodies such as waterways, ponds, swamps and paddy fields in the river basins, conservation and restoration of habitats of endangered animals and plants, promotion of environmentally sound agriculture, support for branding of environmentally sound agricultural products, and promotion of natural resource-based tourism. In this way, both biodiversity conservation
and revitalization and mobilization of regions will be simultaneously promoted. At the same time, the efforts described above could contribute to securing pathways for animals and plants to move and migrate according to changes in natural environment brought about by climate change.

(Conservation of marine environment)
In order to promote conservation and sustainable use of the marine environment, while fully taking into account related international frameworks such as SDGs, the following comprehensive measures should be taken: establishment and sound management of marine protected areas, conservation of vulnerable ecosystems such as coral reefs, proper responses to ocean acidification, measures to deal with marine litter including microplastics, prevention of marine pollution, comprehensive coastal area management, harmonization of exploitation and conservation of oceans, monitoring and research as a basis for proper management of the ocean environment.

(Maintenance and restoration of sound water circulation)
It is essential to re-discover that water is common property for all human beings, that water should circulate healthily, and that the benefits associated with water should be handed down to future generations. Based upon this recognition, comprehensive measures should be taken to maintain or restore healthy water circulation. In line with the understanding described above, the "Water Circulation Basic Act" (Act No. 16 of 2014), was enacted, increasing the momentum for efforts to address various problems concerning water circulation such as droughts, floods and water pollution. Comprehensive and integrated watershed management should be promoted based upon the "Water Circulation Basic Plan" (Cabinet decision on July 10, 2015). Collaboration among stakeholders concerned should be promoted by strengthening of institutional arrangements, which include establishment of a river basin water circulation council as well as formulation of a watershed circulation plan by local governments and other organizations concerned.

(Appropriate land management responding to a declining population and national land use that conserves, regenerates, and utilizes the natural environment)
In the face of a declining population, sound management and effective use by land owners is the basis for appropriate land management. In cases where the owner is not able to carry out appropriate land management and use or where the owner cannot be identified, it becomes necessary to identify someone other than the land owner for appropriate land management and use. Sustainable management of national land requires various measures such as proper management and circular utilization of renewable resources and energy including local biomass, learning wisdom and technologies concerning good management and utilization of local resources such as practices known as traditional Satochi-Satoyama (socio-ecological production landscapes) management, and
development of specific mechanisms to enable various stakeholders such as city residents and businesses to manage common natural resources (i.e. commons) together.

In cases where proper land management is not possible even after the above mentioned measures are considered, first of all, management costs should be reduced as much as possible according to local conditions. Then, possibilities should be examined to identify alternative land use by finding new objectives such as creation of habitats of endangered animals and plants or buffer zones in case of disasters. Specific measures include regeneration of the natural environment such as transition to natural forests and restoration of wetlands.

(Measures against invasive alien species)
Based on the priority on conservation of biodiversity, the following measures should be promoted: designation of invasive alien species, regulation on raising, importing, and transferring such species, enhanced awareness regarding proper raising, and activities to control and remove such species. In the case of unintended introduction of invasive species such as red imported fire ants, quick countermeasures at or near possible points of entry should be carried out.

(2) Creation of sustainable and attractive cities and communities

(Realization of compact urban space with neighborhood nature)
Effective sustainable cities require a concentration of key urban functions in core areas, with residents living in the surrounding zones and along public transportation lines, thereby constructing compact cities that connect through networks of public and other transportation means. In cases where compact cities enable concentration of supply (heat sources) and demand for heat, support for the introduction of local heat supply systems could be effective in promoting local heat utilization. Such systems will enhance feasibilities of un-utilized local renewable heat energies generated using solar, geothermal, snow and ice, and sewage, among others. Promotion of a public transportation network centered on light rail transit systems (LRT) / bus rapid transit systems (BRT) will contribute to the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions through consequential reductions in the volume of automotive traffic. Compact cities could be promoted through "visualizing" the reduction of environmental burdens to be realized by these measures.

In addition, the formation of an ecosystem network in urban areas in tandem with compact cities will be promoted through the construction of livable cities with green and blue (water) areas, and the conservation and creation of agricultural lands, parks, green spaces, waterways, non-concretized rivers (with sand and gravel) all of which could contribute to maintaining certain biodiversity in cities.
(Formation of “Small hubs”)
In hilly and mountainous areas marked with sharp population decrease and aging, it is important to maintain a "community living area" as an integral daily life zone. In this way, we will promote the formation of "small hubs" in an effort to create a sustainable community. At these hubs, the availability of local thermal energy will increase, and options for introducing renewable energy utilizing local resources will also grow, thereby contributing to reducing greenhouse gas emissions through the introduction of support for such measures.

(Maintenance and utilization of traffic networks)
Declining population and aging makes it difficult to maintain transportation services for daily life. Revitalization of private bus services through rearrangement of local bus routes, and effective introduction of community buses and demand-based transport systems could be effective in maintaining and sustaining transportation networks for daily life.

Public transportation encourages the use of local resources, improves the attractiveness of the area and encourages interaction with other regions, leading to the development of broader regional economic activities such as production, logistics, and tourism. In addition, improvement of services will be promoted through collaboration among multiple public transportation companies, and introduction of park and ride systems. ICTs could provide information on local traffic routes for smooth transportation.

We will also promote initiatives to encourage bicycle use, together with relevant safety measures. Such initiatives include measures such as provision of parking lots and paths for bicycles, utilization and dissemination of cycling-trains and bike-sharing schemes, which contributes to reducing overall environmental impacts.

(Appropriate maintenance and effective utilization of the existing infrastructure stock)
The value of stocks of existing infrastructure composed of public facilities including water supply and sewerage systems and waste treatment facilities, transport infrastructure, and energy infrastructure, should be improved. They could be rearranged, renovated, and re-modified, by ensuring prolonged use, improved disaster prevention function, and promotion of energy efficiencies.

We will promote measures to create high-quality social stock and prolonged use by modifying functions according to changes in social demand, including prolonged use of existing houses by modification, as well as promote the net-Zero Energy Buildings (ZEB) and the net-Zero Energy
Effective use of existing buildings in good condition should be promoted as lodging and communications facilities through renovation for regional revitalization, or as medical and caring facilities for the elderly.

(3) Improvement of resilience by use of environmental and green infrastructure

(Securing consistent safety in usual times and in times of accident / disaster)
In order to carry out collection and treatment of household garbage, human waste and disaster waste properly and promptly in usual times and in times of disaster, the waste treatment system should be strengthened in a multilayered manner at all levels from municipal, through regional, to national. Management of chemical substances has been developed mainly based on the assumption that it will be carried out in usual times. In the case of disasters and accidents, therefore, there remains a significant risk of environmental pollution with chemical substances. Thus, we will promote various measures to minimize this risk.

Renewable energy should be promoted to the maximum extent as self-reliant and decentralized energy sources for each region by combining with, whenever appropriate, co-generation and fuel cells. Waste treatment facilities could also be promoted as regional energy and disaster prevention centers. All of those listed above will enable prompt energy provision in time of disasters, and promote coherent initiatives to strengthen resilience of national land, reduce carbon emissions, and promote resource circulation.

(Promotion of green infrastructure and Eco-DRR)
We will pursue efforts to strengthen green infrastructure and make national land and community sustainable and attractive in both hard and soft aspects of improving social infrastructure and land use, drawing upon various functions of the natural environment (e.g. provision of habitats for living creatures, formation of good landscape, suppression of temperature rise, and disaster risk reduction).

Eco-DRR\textsuperscript{27} should be promoted by evaluating the disaster risk reduction function of the ecosystem, conserving and restoring the relevant ecosystem functions. For example, effective initiatives should be promoted to conserve and restore wetlands which function as reservoirs to accommodate floods, and to conserve diversified and healthy forests for maintaining resilience of national land. In so doing,

\textsuperscript{26} Buildings / houses whose annual primary energy consumption is zero at net.
\textsuperscript{27} Ecosystem-based Disaster Risk Reduction
we will respond to challenges associated with changes in the social structure, particularly those posed by population decline and aging of the social infrastructure and to drastic worsening of natural disasters, together with contribution to the conservation of biodiversity.

(Promotion of climate change adaptation measures)

In order to contribute to the creation of a resilient and sustainable society that can deal with climate change, adaptation measures should be taken, based on the "National Plan for Adaptation to the Impacts of Climate Change " (Cabinet decision on November 27, 2015), which include strengthening of an information base regarding climate change adaptation, and promotion of adaptation measures in agriculture and disaster prevention sectors of each region. Support will be provided to all entities including local governments and private companies so that adaptation related business opportunities are generated in Japan and overseas through branding of agriculture, forestry and fishery products, and developing infrastructure technologies that build resilience against natural disasters.

---

28 Regarding the adaptation, the Working Group II Background Box SPM.2 of IPCC Fifth Assessment Report explains "the process of adjustment to actual and expected climate and its effects."
3. Sustainable community development using local resources

(Basic concept)
Local socio-economic activities are based on diverse local resources, which include local energy, natural resources, urban infrastructure, and industrial assets, as well as local culture, local features, and institutions/communities.

Accordingly, in order for a local area to be sustainable, it is important to enhance socio-economic activities by improving the quality of local resources and maximizing utilization of the natural capital, the artificial capital and the human capital of the area in a sustainable way. In local areas, issues arising from the declining population, decreasing birthrate and aging of society have become obvious. However, all areas have various potential resources, and therefore comprise viable sites for pursuing IIZES.

From this point of view, we will implement measures to maximize the utilization of local resources in a sustainable manner. The introduction of self-reliant and decentralized energy utilizing local renewable sources is expected to improve local energy balance and contribute to the promotion of employment and resilience of the national land. It is also expected that utilizing circular resources and renewable resources will restrict the inputs of natural resources and the outflow of funds from the area, thereby reducing the amount of final disposal of waste, and contributing to local revitalization through the growth of recycling industry. Furthermore, conservation of the rich natural environment is expected to contribute to supporting both local culture and features, thereby enhancing the provision of local products for high value-added tourism and agricultural, forestry and fishery products. In this way, local areas will contribute to developing major parts of Circulating and Ecological Economy.

In addition, we will implement measures to promote the creation of a wide area network, in order to educate and foster human resources who support such efforts, promote symbiosis and exchange between mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages, and cities, and to widen financial flows within the area.

In advancing such a sustainable community, it is important for local governments to promote measures to achieve SDGs. For this reason, we will select SDGs Future Cities and SDGs Model Programs for Local Governments, and provide financial support. Strong support is also provided by the SDGs Task Force, a body established based upon collaboration among all Ministries concerned. Success stories and good practices will be widely communicated, leading to further implementation of sustainability efforts supporting local revitalization.
(1) Maximizing utilization of local energy and biomass resources

(Introduction of renewable energy utilizing local resources)
Utilization of diverse renewable energy sources such as solar, wind power, hydropower, geothermal power, biomass, heat from renewable energy sources such as geothermal and hot springs, according to local characteristics, could improve local energy balance and contribute to the construction of a strong local economy. In addition, joint implementation of projects related to renewable energy, energy conservation, and elderly persons watching systems will create new employment and help maintain and develop local vitality.

Most renewable energy production is self-reliant and decentralized. Thus, it will, together with power generation and heat use at waste treatment facilities, contribute to improving local resilience in times of disaster, hence also it is effective to strengthen resilience of the national land.

(Promotion of new local power producers and suppliers)
Drawing on the ingenuity of private companies, new power producers and suppliers in a local area that utilize local renewable energy can sustainably promote low carbon development as their business activity. The formation of businesses entities should be promoted to support the diffusion of self-reliant low carbon activities in local areas.

(Promotion of farming photovoltaics (FPV))
FPV is an approach to install photovoltaics (PV) equipment above farmland, while continuing to carry out farming. Installation of FPV has started in various regions. Encouraging the use of FPV will promote stabilization of farmers' management and self-utilization of renewable energy electricity for agricultural facilities, storage batteries and agricultural machinery so as to contribute to local revitalization and improvement of energy balance.

(Community development with un-utilized biomass resources)
Woody biomass such as thinned timber and logged trees in riverine areas, as well as agriculture and forestry biomass such as rice straw and rice husk, will be used as materials and energy sources, with a view to creating sustainable businesses. Agriculture, forestry and biomass operators working together with local governments will formulate a biomass utilization plan, leading to improved local energy balance, promotion of agriculture and forestry, and revitalization of local areas.

Taking into account the amount of viable resources, we will establish a "local-scale ecosystem", which
is made up of elements ranging from people who can make sustainable use of woody biomass resources scattered in the area as materials and energy, to power generation and heat use. By doing so, sustainable, self-reliant and decentralized energy will be secured, which will lead to a virtuous circle of local economies, conservation and rehabilitation of forests, and contribute to conservation of biodiversity at Satochi-Satoyama (socio-ecological production landscapes).

(Resource circulation including utilization of waste biomass in local areas)
Resource circulation in local areas includes waste biomass such as food waste, livestock excreta, sewage sludge, paper, construction-generated wood, and sludge from Johkasou (decentralized wastewater treatment system). The responsibility for disposing of these waste products rests with waste generating entities, complemented by municipalities having overall responsibility concerning general waste disposal. Keeping this basic framework in mind, under cooperation with diverse stakeholders such as agricultural, forestry and fishery workers, local circular resources and renewable resources should be circulated and utilized through reuse, recycling and energy use, promoting sustainable community development, thus contributing to local revitalization.

(2) Maximizing utilization of local natural resources and tourism resources

(Local revitalization centering on national parks etc.)
An increase in the number of tourists from overseas visiting national parks leads to a boom in tourist guide businesses and an increase in the amount of spending for tourism, which contributes to economic and regional revitalization. National parks in Japan should be branded as world-class "National Parks", encouraging people to make more use of them. Conservation measures will be carried out where necessary. Furthermore, by utilizing ICTs and other means to carry out promotion activities and also by using park fees and private funds, a mechanism will be promoted for sustainably conserving the local natural environment as an important tourism resource, thereby creating a virtuous cycle of revitalization of the local economy and nature conservation. National gardens such as the Kokyo Gaien and Shinjuku Gyoen attract an increasing number of visitors including overseas tourists. Efforts to improve the quality as gardens and the convenience and safety facilities will be promoted to further increase the number of visitors.

(Promotion of tourism including ecotourism)
Tourism including ecotourism and green tourism contributes to local revitalization by sustainably utilizing local natural resources while conserving the area.

For areas that are engaged in ecotourism, the creation of a sustainable community will be promoted,
which takes full advantage of the local-specific attractions, by supporting human resource development such as guides and coordinators who can explain about natural tourism resources in the area, create attractive programs, and communicate what the area has to offer, while conserving local natural tourism resources. These actions will be also supported by strategic public relations activities.

In addition, efforts will be made to promote, among others, green tourism including agricultural experiences and blue tourism.

**(Utilization of diverse cultural resources from nature)**

In Japan, there are local features rooted in the nature of each area, and diverse histories and cultures unique to the area emerging from this background. These features and cultures are closely linked with nature. Scenery and landscapes will be further refined including agricultural fields, old Japanese-style houses, local streets, beaches, as well as the cultural resources unique to each area such as traditional festivals, folk performing arts, traditional crafts, and traditional foods. These tourism resources will be linked with many types of tourism to ensure they are sustainably used and passed on to future generations.

**(Improvement of added value of local industries focusing on environmental conservation and sustainability)**

Increasing areas are taking biodiversity conservation and sustainable farming into consideration, thereby producing and selling value added agricultural, forestry and fishery goods. These include branding of agricultural products linked with conservation of wildlife symbolizing the local areas, such as ibises and storks, as well as the certification system applied to the Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems (GIAHS) in recognition of the conservation and succession of traditional agriculture, forestry and fishery practices. Initiatives will be promoted to fully enhance the value of local resources and raise attractiveness by local ingenuity.

Natural capital that has nurtured the distinctive features of local areas has the potential to generate added value, and in so doing also lead to the creation of new businesses. The so-called sextiary industries (primary x secondary x tertiary industries) of agriculture will be promoted utilizing natural capital. We will also promote the creation of an attractive environment for certain businesses by connecting them through a supportive transportation network and IT systems, which in turn will lead to an increase in people relocating to rural areas, or moving back to the country areas where they grew up. Local on-site efforts will be supported by analyzing and sharing success stories and future challenges on initiatives that has generated added value through the sextiary industries.
(Drastic measures to strengthen capture of designated wildlife species for management)
Culling projects to control designated wildlife (i.e. Sika deer and wild boar) will be promoted, requiring intensive control on a wider geographical scale. To enhance population control, recruitment and education of hunters will be promoted according to different purposes and functions under different control systems. In addition, the development and diffusion of effective and efficient new technologies will be promoted, using ICTs and sharp shooting technologies. Also control measures will be promoted in accordance with target wildlife. Further, we will encourage local businesses to make planned and sustainable use of some of the captured wildlife as resources such as wild game meat (i.e. gibier) and leather.

(3) Symbiosis and exchange among mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages, and cities, and creation of a wide-area network

(Efforts to connect and support forests, the countryside, rivers, and the sea)
We will establish a natural connection (resources from nature) and an economic connection (funds, human resources) between cities and mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages through conservation and regeneration of forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea, and sustainable use of resources. Specifically, we will pursue a virtuous cycle of biodiversity conservation and local economic revitalization through sustainable use (e.g. development of environmentally conscious products, branding and promotion of tourism) of local resources from forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea (e.g. food, materials and energy), thereby aiming at integration of low-carbonization, resource circulation and harmony with nature.

(Symbiosis and exchange among mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages, and cities)
We will utilize local resources from agriculture, forestry, fishery and tourism, and increase population exchanges in collaboration with various fields such as education and welfare. Based on movements such as returning to rural areas, we aim for symbiosis through mutual contribution of mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages, and cities. Specifically, we will promote ecotourism, green tourism and blue tourism as well as long-stay tourism. In addition, these exchanges between cities and mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages will not remain temporary. Thus, we will promote the development of "an area where you want to live" and develop further exchange between the two areas moving progressively from dual-residence lifestyle, through migration to settlement. Furthermore, we will promote efforts to reuse vacant old Japanese-style houses in rural areas, and provide them to those who wish to relocate, or reconstruct them for sightseeing or interactive purposes for local residents. At the same time, we will support efforts for students to carry out exchange whereby universities in the Tokyo area establish satellite campuses in rural areas (including use of closed school buildings),
as well as universities in rural areas and those in Tokyo implementing a joint credit system. On the other hand, actions are being taken to maintain sound urban landscape by dismantling deteriorating, unusable facilities before they become hazardous and eventually collapse. We will recycle dismantled waste as much as possible and dispose of it appropriately. In this way, in accordance with local circumstances, we will regenerate the local environment including restoration of security and landscape, revitalization of local area, and conservation of nature. At the same time, we will promote the reduction and recycling of construction waste such as concrete blocks and construction sludge.

(Community development through human development)
To make local areas more self-reliant and sustainable, what is essential are good human resources, who understand the relationship between the environment, economy and society, who are capable of identifying and sustainably utilizing local resources, and are effective in connecting with various experts. Based on the concept of ESD, we will seek to promote “human resource development” aimed at creating sustainable communities that feature cooperation with diverse stakeholders, thereby cultivating human resources that can promote more effective partnerships and exchange with other regions.

(Expansion of green finance in local areas)
For low-carbon projects conducted in local areas where private funds are not sufficient, we will work together with local governments and financial institutions to promote commercialization and fundraising. That will lead to simultaneous solutions for local economic and social challenges and for local environmental issues.

We will also promote understanding of green finance among local financial institutions that play a major role in creating local investment flows, while expanding green finance in local areas across the whole of Japan.
4. Realization of a healthy and prosperous life

(Basic concept)
Japanese culture is based on harmony with nature, nurturing Japanese sensibility through long-term interaction with nature. Traditional arts and a sophisticated manufacturing culture have emerged. However, due to dependence on overseas resources, rapid urbanization, population decline and aging of society, connections between people and nature and those among people are being diluted, and traditional communities are being lost. Our lives are supported by various natural resources (i.e. ecosystem services) from forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea. In order to maintain and improve the vitality of Japan, it is essential to create diverse and attractive Circulating and Ecological Economy, making full use of unique local features. The values of unique nature including forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea should be recognized in each region, to reconstruct the connection between people and nature, and within communities.

People's values, lifestyles and workstyles are directly and indirectly affecting the global environment through consumption behaviors, and use of fuels, energy and resources. Technological innovations such as AI and IoT will bring major changes in lifestyles and workstyles. For example, the sharing economy represented by car sharing is expected to lead to a reduced environmental load by effectively utilizing resources in society as a whole, which could lead to a new lifestyle that replaces over-consumption and throw-away culture. By transforming our lifestyles and workstyles, and selecting goods and services in a more environmentally-conscious way, we will create new demands, which lead to innovation of new goods and services. Thus, it is indeed necessary to promote innovation across various lifestyles.

Japanese values and lifestyles have become more diversified, and recently there has been increasing awareness among urban residents particularly the youth, about relocation to rural agricultural areas. Even urban residents can maintain connections with forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea. For example, having some contacts with neighborhood nature and local nature and culture in everyday life and leisure time can boost the connection between people and nature, and this can be reflected in daily life. Contact with nature is also useful for maintaining and promoting health and has a positive effect on the mind and body. In response to a declining and aging population, we must re-examine how we live and work, and shift to a way of living that is environmentally friendly, healthy and high quality.

The environment is the foundation of people's health and prosperous lives, yet it faces various risks posed by adverse effects both on people and ecosystems associated with pollution of water, air and soil with chemical substances, and heat island effects. Thus, environmental risk assessment as well as
precautionary approaches are considered effective to better deal with such risks.

(1) Switching to environmentally friendly, healthy and high quality living

(Switching to a sustainable lifestyle and consumption)
Consumers should not only pursue "low cost" and "convenience", but should also be aware of the hidden social costs, recognizing that their consumption behaviors affect the environment and society. ESD could raise such awareness, and promote understanding of sustainable lifestyles including consumption behavior considering people, society and environment (i.e. ethical consumption) such as local revitalization and employment.

The small choices that we make in our daily lives can make major changes for the future, with environmentally friendly choices having a positive impact on households, health and lifestyle. We will further extend a national campaign, called “COOL CHOICE”, to encourage people to choose lower-carbon products and services.

We will promote reduction of unnecessary containers and packaging, and the use of reused goods and recycled products. Reduction and reuse can be further encouraged by using IT to promote servicizing, sharing, repair and reuse.

At the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2020, “Sustainable Sourcing Codes” have been established based on the "Sustainability Plan (1st edition)". Through procurement of Japanese food materials such as agricultural products that match these codes, we will encourage easy-to-understand actions to communicate about sustainable Japanese food culture in Japan and overseas. The Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games will be a good opportunity to expand the use of eco-friendly agricultural, forestry and fishery products, with certification issued to indicate this. Other efforts will consider biodiversity in the promotion of organic agriculture that avoids chemically synthesized fertilizers and pesticides. We will work on local production for local consumption as well as disseminating traditional Japanese food culture or Washoku.

(Reduction of food waste)
To reduce food waste, we will promote coordinated efforts among business entities, consumers, and local and national governments. This includes revision of commercial habits to make the entire food chain more efficient, which is difficult for individual companies to achieve, as well as promoting the introduction of high accuracy prediction of supply and demand in the production and distribution process, which utilizes big data analysis and AI. It also includes facilitating the “Enjoyable Ways to
Not Waste Food Campaign” by local governments which consists of, for example, running the "3010 project" to reduce leftovers by setting a "time to eat" at parties, as well as encouraging households to use up all food materials. We also promote area-wide initiatives under the coordination of, and with cooperation among local governments concerned. In addition, we will proceed with efforts regarding setting a target for the reduction of food waste, and measuring the amount of food waste.

(Low carbon and healthy housing)
Houses with high thermal insulation not only are low carbon but also contribute to maintaining comfort and health. We will promote the spread of zero energy housing (ZEH) to cover the amount of energy consumed annually by renewable energy, while achieving substantial energy saving through improvement of heat insulating and introduction of highly efficient equipment. ZEH will also be promoted to use domestic timber and other materials contributing to low-carbonization.

Senior citizens who reside in well-insulated and airtight housing can live healthy and comfortable lives at home, thereby avoiding brain and heart diseases caused by heat shock. In this way, we can ensure extended healthy lives for citizens, as well as controlling energy-related greenhouse gas emissions.

(Extension of healthy life expectancy by walking, riding bicycle, etc.)
Along with efforts such as making cities more compact and promoting the use of public transportation, we can create an attractive space and environment where more residents can move safely and comfortably on foot or by bicycle. This will increase the percentage of transportation on foot or by bike and reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transportation, as well as benefit health and ease traffic congestion.

(Promotion of a workstyle reform by teleworking)
By introducing teleworking and a flextime system using ICTs and promoting paperless offices, we will reduce transport-related CO₂ emissions and see a decrease in paper consumption. This will also enable to improve a balance between work and life including childcare/nursing as well as to enhance productivity. We will support promotion of a workstyle reform through “visualization” of environmental effects.

By reviewing low-demand business hours such as late-night and round-the-clock retailing, we will contribute to securing the labor force even in the face of population decline, reducing personnel expenses, and maintaining the health of workers, thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions at the same time.
We will promote safe, secure, low carbon medical care and nursing care by promoting effective use of ICTs.

(Extension of healthy life by “ONSEN stay”)
Modern day society brings with it many stresses and the need for a better work-life balance. As such, hot spring spa resorts offer suitable places for refreshment and healthy longevity. We will promote "ONSEN stay" that aims to ensure rejuvenation both physically and mentally by enjoying a variety of programs making full use of the surrounding nature, history, culture, food in addition to bathing in hot springs and interacting with local people and other visitors. We will also gather and analyze scientific data on the positive health benefits through close contact with nature, and promote efforts to encourage more contacts to extend healthy life expectancy.

(Improvement of quality of life by promoting proper care of pets)
Care of pets is one way for people and animals to coexist, enriching people’s lives and extending life expectancy in the process. We aim to realize a society where people and pets can live together, and comprehensively promote measures to encourage proper care by owners, including measures to prevent damaging neighborhood living conditions by inappropriately keeping too many pets at one place.

(2) Transformation of lifestyles more in contact with forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea

(Promotion to experience nature and lifestyles of mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages)
Today’s children have fewer opportunities to interact with nature, so they need not only education and learning in schools and communities, but also opportunities for original experiences to feel nature “through all five senses” wherever possible in their everyday life. We will build a social system to have children freely play in nature through creation of forests, the countryside, waterfronts and seashores, where necessary, creation of space in urban areas to interact with local nature, and promotion of long-stay activities in mountainous, agricultural and fishing villages. We will also promote the operation of the accreditation system for expanding opportunities for nature experiences and related activities as prescribed in Article 20 of the “Act on the Promotion of Environmental Conservation Activities through Environmental Education” (Act No. 130 of 2003, hereinafter referred to as the "Act on Promotion of Environmental Education etc.")

(Promotion of rural migration and dual-residence lifestyle that contribute to sound management of forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea)
Through participation in conservation initiatives and activities to experience nature, some people start
to feel the attraction of a rural lifestyle. We will provide information for those people through a unified information sharing system, and one-stop window for consultation. Aimed at encouraging lifestyles wherein people reside in cities during week and spend the weekend in rural areas—a so-called “dual-residence lifestyle”—while also encouraging relocation to rural areas, we will provide information necessary and enhance consultation support for daily life including housing, medical care and care of the elderly, employment opportunities in the agriculture, forestry and fisheries, and agricultural work for experience.

We will enrich the system to support dual-residence, dual-activity and dual-work lifestyles and develop a nationwide promotion campaign.

Younger generations in particular benefit from direct involvement in local activities, which will create a strong attachment to the regions concerned, thus expanding future possibilities to promote exchange of people. Therefore, we will promote opportunities for young people to study in mountain villages, and on remote islands, as well as to experience forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea.

(Creation of new timber demand and educating consumers)
In order to sustain the multifaceted functions of forests, it is necessary to continue sound management in an efficient and effective manner. We must secure a stable demand for timber and aim to develop and disseminate new products and technologies such as Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) and refractory materials. We will promote wooden construction of medium and large-scale buildings in rural and urban areas, diffusion of wooden interiors for core regional facilities such as public buildings and large stores as well as general households, and expansion of using wood in furniture, toys, and daily necessities.

To boost measures mentioned above, we will actively promote practical activities such as the "Ki-Zukai (wood-using) movement", a national movement to disseminate the significance of and expand the use of wood, as well as "Wood Education" to learn advantages and significance of wood use.

(3) Conservation of a good living environment as a basis for safe and secure life

(Maintenance and restoration of healthy and rich water environment)
Conservation of water environment requires comprehensive understanding of an entire watershed including coastal waters into which a river flows, and appropriate measures according to features of each part of the watershed areas. We will continue to maintain the regulatory approach as the basis for policy measures, centered on water quality control through preventing pollution. In addition, we will
evaluate, maintain and restore habitats for living creatures in accordance with the characteristics of watershed areas by considering factors other than water quality. Voluntary participation by various stakeholders and cooperation among them are essential.

(Ensuring good air environment)
Conservation of the air environment requires not only conventional air pollution prevention measures, but also additional measures as necessary based on scientific knowledge. We will work on comprehensive measures both inside and outside of Japan to ensure good air quality.

(Promotion of appropriate treatment of waste)
Proper treatment of waste is essential for environment conservation and improved public health. Responding to social conditions, we will promote three initiatives to promote the development of systems, structure, and technologies to properly process waste. First we will promote the design and implementation of systems for collection and transportation of waste, in line with an increase in the number of elderly households. Secondly, waste treatment facilities, the core of general waste treatment, need to be enhanced for improved energy utilization and concentrated to serve wider areas and utilized intensively over much longer periods. Third, we need to achieve sophisticated and labor-saving monitoring of appropriate treatment process by utilizing IoT and AI. With business operators taking full responsibility for waste they generate, we try to prevent the increase of illegal dumping and inappropriate treatment of waste by precautionary actions and early response. In addition, we will promote the development of environment for waste disposers to select high performance industrial waste disposal companies and the digitization of procedures on waste, as well as consider the use of information including on-line manifest.

(Comprehensive management throughout the entire life cycle of chemical substances)
As a base to secure safety and peace of mind of citizens, it is necessary to evaluate and manage risks associated with chemicals across their entire life cycle ranging from production, through importation, utilization in products, and recycling, to final disposal of chemical substances. The World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) indicates a goal of minimizing significant adverse effects of chemicals on human health and the environment by 2020. Therefore, we will promote the proper use of chemical substances in order to minimize the environmental risk caused by chemical substances through improving environmental efficiency by safe and efficient production of chemicals as well as reducing the environmental burden of chemical substances. Furthermore, we will work on appropriate treatment at the times of disposal and recycling as well as promote communicating information on appropriate treatment.
(Promotion of measures against marine litter including microplastics)
We will conduct studies on marine litter including microplastics to gain accurate information on its distribution in the ocean and its impacts on marine ecosystems. At the same time, we will provide support for local governments to take measures for collection and treatment of marine litter, and preventing generation of the amount of marine litter. Further comprehensive actions will be promoted which include public awareness-raising, reduction of single-use plastic containers and packaging, improvement of separation practices after use, recycling, and ensuring appropriate treatment including prevention of illegal dumping. International cooperation regarding marine litter should be promoted based upon related international frameworks, as well as multilateral and bilateral collaboration.

(Creation of a comfortable sensory environment)
We will promote the creation of comfortable sensory environment for communities, utilizing fragrant trees and flowers. We also take measures against light pollution and promote star observation.

(Measures against heat island effect)
With the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2020 as impetus, and taking fully into account current thermal environment and future trends, we will promote heat island countermeasures based on reduction of anthropogenic heat, improvement of urban surfaces, urban structure and lifestyle, and implementation of adaptation measures to reduce the effects on human health.
5. Development and dissemination of technologies supporting sustainability

(Basic concept)
Technology is required to contribute not only to sustainability efforts in Japan but also the world, including achieving the 2 °C target of the Paris Agreement and adapting to the effects of climate change. Development and dissemination of environmental technologies have to be promoted, which can assist in addressing impending social issues such as a declining population, a declining birthrate and aging society, as well as the issue of overdependence on overseas for energy and other natural resources. Such technologies could also contribute to regional revitalization, and help to minimize impacts of disasters.

Japan is considered as an advanced nation facing various social and other challenges. Thus, Japan will promote development of innovative technologies that contribute to solving these problems using emerging ICTs such as AI and IoT, and realize the Society 5.029 through social implementation of developed technologies and systems.

We will develop state-of-the-art environmental technologies that support sustainable production and consumption through securing stable and efficient use of energy and other resources, taking measures against climate change, promoting automation and labor-saving by utilizing ICTs.

Low impact environmental technologies have been advancing rapidly in recent years. They include technologies utilizing symbiotic relationship with organisms such as low pesticide agriculture using a symbiotic relationship between microorganisms and plants, technologies of anti-fouling materials that do not use any chemical compounds using “biomimetics” that obtain ideas from superior functions and shapes of living creatures, and technologies which enable the production of useful substances by microorganisms and plants other than fossil resources. These technologies enable low environmental impacts in a similar manner found in natural laws and mechanisms, by utilizing and mimicking functions of living organisms. Looking ahead to industrialization, we will promote the development of low impact environmental technologies (so-called "environment / life technologies") which utilize the natural laws and mechanisms as well as living organisms.

Furthermore, in order to promote social implementation of newly developed technologies and

---

29 Society 5.0, which is a form of the future society that we aim for the "5th Science and Technology Basic Plan" (Cabinet decision on January 22, 2016), by highly integrating cyber space and physical space, providing goods and services that responds to various needs and potential needs finely, without disparity due to region, age, sex, language, etc., thereby achieving both economic development and solving social challenges. It is a human-centered society where people can live a comfortable and high quality life filled with energy.
established ones in some cases, and to accelerate their dissemination and deployment, we will work jointly across all sectors of government to develop an integrated approach that features a promotion of standardization and rationalization of regulations.

These technological developments should be based not only on scientific requirements such as substantiality, reproducibility, and objectivity, but also on comprehensive promotion of environmental research and technological development that ranges from basic research, development of underlying technologies, to social implementation. At the same time, it is certainly necessary to develop human resources capable of promoting such environmental research and technological development. Consequently, environmental research and technological development will be promoted based on the integrated innovation strategy as set out in “the Science and Technology Basic Plan”.

(1) Development of state-of-the-art technology supporting the realization of a sustainable society

(Ensuring efficient use of energy and secure a stable supply of energy)
In order to promote efficient energy use, we will further promote research, development and dissemination of energy conservation technologies, by, for example, developing next generation power electronics technologies using new materials such as gallium nitride for industries, offices and households, as well as for transportation (vehicles, ships, and aircrafts). We will also promote research and development on technologies for improving efficiency and lowering cost of renewable energy, upgrading system operation technologies that will contribute to expanding introduction and technologies for stabilizing energy utilization by hydrogen and stored energy, and will also promote the dissemination of next-generation vehicles utilizing technologies mentioned above. Fukushima suffered significant damage due to the nuclear power plant accident. The Fukushima Innovation Coast concept developed subsequently contains components such as hydrogen production from renewable energy and full-scale operation of floating offshore wind power generation. By promoting this initiative, we will take early action to lead the way forward to a future energy society, thereby driving the world towards decarbonization.

(Responding to climate change)
In order to respond to climate change challenges, it is necessary to drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions on a global scale, and contribute to climate change adaptation both in Japan and across the world.

30 In the “Automobile Industry Strategy 2014”, hybrid vehicles, electric vehicles, plug-in hybrid vehicles, fuel cell vehicles, clean diesel cars, compressed natural gas vehicles, etc. are defined as next-generation vehicles.
The best way to promote climate change measures from a long-term and global perspective is to continue to gather the latest scientific knowledge within Japan as well as internationally. As to monitoring and observation of climate change, we continue to promote comprehensive observation of the global environment, using equipment such as satellites, radar, sensors, and marine vessels. We will also promote further development of observation technologies, development of technologies to calculate and verify greenhouse gas emissions, and their practical application. Regarding the Arctic region which has seen a noticeable impact from climate change, we have to advance observation and research including development of Arctic observation technologies. Based upon these observation results, we will develop research and development as a basis for overall climate change measures, including understanding climate change mechanisms through more sophisticated prediction models and simulation technologies using supercomputers, and also constructing an earth system model, thus contributing to the development of a global earth observation system.

To mitigate climate change, we will promote research and development for social implementation on innovative technologies that will contribute to drastic reduction of global greenhouse gas emissions, such as CCUS (Carbon dioxide Capture, Utilization and Storage), based on the "National Energy and Environment Strategy for Technological Innovation towards 2050 " (decided on April 19, 2016 Council for Science Technology and Innovation). Such technologies include carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology and artificial photosynthesis that produces carbon compounds from CO₂ as a raw material.

In addition, climate change adaptation requires technology development that enables prediction and evaluation of climate change and its impacts. In addition, the technology development is also promoted to contribute to solving economic and social challenges caused by climate change by integrating observation and prediction data of the global environment.

(Securing stable supply of resources and circular utilization)
A sustainable and sound material-cycle society is one that improves resource productivity and recycling rates, and controls the amount of final disposal, taking into consideration stable supply of resources and their lifecycles. Keeping the above in mind, we will promote research and development of resource efficient technologies, technologies to produce safer substitute materials, technologies to refine raw materials with reduced environmental loads, and technologies that recover, separate and regenerate resources from waste. We also promote research and development to provide high value added materials through a manufacturing process that draws upon resource regeneration technologies with reduced environmental impact.
(Utilization of ICTs such as AI, IoT)

Through the integration of cyber-space and physical-space utilizing ICTs such as AI and IoT, a new productivity revolution is expected to materialize, which could not only contribute to decarbonization, energy conservation and improvement of resource productivity, but also overcome Japan’s labor shortage resulting from its declining population, decreasing birthrate and aging population.

We will work on more efficient operation and management of factories, and better automatic control of consumer's electricity consumption through efficient demand-response devices, thereby contributing to promoting low carbon and energy conservation activities. We also promote efficient logistics, and improve the precision and yield in crushing and sorting of urban mines. We will further move ahead with digital twin technologies to shorten the time required to develop energy equipment and promote technologies to reduce CO₂ emissions.

We will promote technological development to improve resource productivity by supplying products and services to people who need it, when they need it, and in the amounts they need. With this in mind, the following will be promoted: optimization of production volume and production timing by analyzing the weather and consumption patterns using AI, optimization of inspection, repair, exchange and reuse using IoT, and operationalization of sharing platforms on the Internet.

In addition, we will advance technology development for more efficient and effective environmental conservation in local areas, such as implementation of thinning in Satoyama using robot technology, and surveying and planning of natural parks using ICTs.

("Logistics Revolution" by utilizing new technologies)

We will promote efficient logistics through development and implementation of unmanned automatic delivery services in designated areas, utilization of drones, and wireless power transmission technology as the basis for above mentioned services. We will also promote an information sharing platform among businesses, so they can operate more efficiently and with fewer carbon emissions.

(2) Development of technologies applying natural laws and mechanisms

(Production of high-value-added chemical products from biomass)

Cellulose nanofiber³¹, which is a highly functional material made from, among others, forest resources and agricultural waste, is a plant-derived carbon-neutral material, and is a renewable resource which is biodegradable and recyclable. This material is expected to contribute greatly to global warming.

³¹ Ultra fine plant crystal fiber about 5 times as strong as steel but one fifth the weight
countermeasures through improvement of fuel economy and efficiency by reducing the weight of automobile parts, generators, household electric appliances, which ultimately contributes to building a sound material-cycle society sustainably using forest resources and the like.

Chemical products derived from biomass can be expected to contribute to the realization of a low carbon and sound material-cycle society, so we will develop innovative underlying technology for separation, conversion, synthesis, etc. so as to produce high value added chemical products from biomass.

Assuming that biomass-based chemical products become widespread in the future, it is now necessary to study technical issues related to their recycling. Ahead of the social implementation of next generation materials such as cellulose nanofibers and biomass plastics, we are moving ahead with applications development, performance evaluation at the time of installation, demonstrating that composite and forming processes can also achieve low carbon performance, and addressing any issues at the time of recycling as mentioned above. In addition, we will promote research and development towards international standardization and commercialization of cellulose nanofibers and lignin. These efforts will lead to the spread of biomass-derived chemical products.

(Boosting innovative biotechnology)
In the field of biotechnology, integration with big data and AI technology has developed rapidly, making it possible to apply potential biological functions that have not yet been put to use. On the other hand, there is still only a small domestic market for expensive biotechnology products. This underlines that Japan is not making full use of this emerging technology.

We will strengthen the basic technology for advanced use of the genome, and integrate the development of innovative biotechnology by academia, together with public-private industrial technology infrastructure and the creation of a market. In this way, we will use new biotechnology to create new industries and realize a sound material-cycle society. In addition to encouraging industry, academia and government to develop technology to create functional materials from living organisms, we promote comprehensive measures including institutional improvements to realize a low-carbon society with innovative bio materials.

(Utilization of technology closer to natural laws and mechanisms)
Technology that profiles natural mechanisms based on research on biomimetics and symbiotic relationships is expected to bring about a paradigm shift in the way we develop technology so that it minimizes the burden on ecosystems, and also brings with it technological innovations that will
contribute to sustainability. In order to contribute to the development and practical application of these technologies, we will conduct survey research for research and development, and gain a better understanding of the current situation and challenges for industrial applications.

(Conservation and restoration of biodiversity)
In order to prevent loss of biodiversity and improve land value, we are conducting research and development on technologies related to the protection of threatened species, technologies concerning the control of invasive alien species, as well as technologies for monitoring, conservation and restoration of ecosystems including those of secondary nature.

Research and development will also be conducted both on technologies that evaluate and measure the economic and social value, and on technologies for sustainable management and utilization of ecosystem services and natural capital including genetic resources, as well as technologies to utilize ecological functions in the area of climate change adaptation.

(Ecosystem-based disaster risk reduction)
In terms of ecosystem-based disaster risk reduction and adaptation measures such as a forest function to prevent landslides, and a function of coral reefs to reduce wave energy and height, we will continue to advance research and development on construction methods, maintenance and management methods, and evaluation of relevant ecosystem functions. It is important to respond adaptively according to site conditions while developing regional consensus. We will also make efforts to collect and utilize traditional knowledge such as disaster history and technology related to disaster risk reduction specific to the area. We will also develop hybrid technologies that combine ecosystems and artificial structures.

(3) Promotion of early social implementation of technology to realize a sustainable society

(Acceleration of dissemination and development through standardization and streamlined regulations)
In order to institutionalize already established and newly developed technologies, and accelerate dissemination and development, an integrative approach is needed, which includes promotion of standardization and streamlining of regulations.

We will make efforts to review and demonstrate the legal system as well as the approval and permission procedures, corresponding to changes in technological progress. We will establish an environment and regulations as well as system regarding installation of energy systems and their
security, and establish an EIA method and optimize its operation.

In addition, we will promote international standardization of technical guidelines and certification systems related to strengthening international competitiveness, expand and promote international standards on energy and environment management, and move forward with the creation and expansion of a broad-scale framework including local governments to put in place an energy platform.

(Support for technical evaluation / demonstration)

It is important for the national government to provide appropriate information on environmental technologies and support the dissemination of such technologies by evaluating and demonstrating utilities of such technologies developed by private companies.

Some environmental technologies can already be put to use, so we will ensure that they are effective for environmental conservation by having them objectively verified by third-party institutions, which enables end users to use them with confidence.

We also support technology development and demonstration on practical, versatile and economically efficient technologies that promote sound material-cycle society and proper treatment of waste.

In addition, in order to ensure that the technologies described in Chapter 2, 5. are fully developed and widely disseminated, we will support cost reduction, establishment of mass production methods, and efficient implementation.
6. Demonstration of Japan's leadership through international contributions and building strategic partnerships

(Basic concept)
Japan has vast experience to overcome serious pollution problems. In addition, despite the lack of mineral resources, we have also worked on development and implementation of relevant technologies to save both energy and resources. In addition, we have the spirit of "Mottainai" that cherishes the value of everything useful (corresponding to the spirit of circulation) as well as wisdom and tradition (symbiosis's wisdom and tradition) that emphasize coexistence with nature, rather than opposition to it. In fact "Mottainai" and "Satoyama" have become common phrases across the world.

As environmental problems on a global scale become increasingly serious, Japan's superior environmental technologies and infrastructure, as well as supporting ideas, systems, and human resources could greatly contribute to the improvement of global environmental problems.

For these potential Japanese contributions to be realized internationally, it is particularly important what international rules should be like such as multilateral environment conventions and various guidelines associated with each convention. Therefore, Japan needs to be actively involved in developing fair and effective international rules.

In the process of formulating such international rules, it is always crucial to have discussions based on objective data and scientific bases. Therefore, we will contribute to the enrichment of relevant scientific knowledge as a basis for international rule-making.

Environmental problems respect no national borders, thus efforts to improve the environment in developing countries will also contribute to the improvement of the environment in Japan. This recognition will indicate potential demands in other countries for excellent Japanese environmental technologies and infrastructure. Many developing countries are still in the process of establishing various systems for the environment. Thus, if the systems introduced are consistent with those of Japan, local institutional conditions are considered very facilitative in promoting smooth international cooperation by Japan, and creating potential opportunities for Japanese companies. In the long term, economic disparity between emerging/developing countries and Japan will shrink, while the economic and social situations of each country are expected to diversify. In this context, although the unilateral assistance by developed countries could remain important, the focus will shift to building a partnership to promote collaboration and share wisdom together, thereby leading to generating two-way collective innovations. From this point of view, we will pursue cooperation across all dimensions including
institutional design, human resource development, dissemination of technology and infrastructure, with a view to building a sustainable society in developing countries, especially in the Asia-Pacific region. In particular, besides bilateral cooperation, we will promote cooperation in a multilayered manner through multi-level environmental cooperation with organizations such as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).

As already elaborated, we will proceed with each priority strategy mentioned in Chapter 2 from 1. through 5., and realize the model advocated by the Circulating and Ecological Economy in Japan. Based upon that, Japan could present, utilizing its strengths in the international arena, a coherent package of its successful experiences to the world, including the Asia-Pacific, thus contributing to the formation of a sustainable region. In this way, we will proactively contribute to building a sustainable society around the world.

(1) Active involvement and contributions to international rule-making

(Active involvement in discussions of international rule-making)

We will actively participate in international negotiations in the environmental field, aiming to formulate rules that can make use of our strengths, and contribute to international consensus building.

Specifically, in the field of climate change, we will actively participate in discussions towards preparation of implementation guidelines (regarding mitigation, adaptation, transparency, global stocktake, market mechanisms, etc.) for the Paris Agreement scheduled in 2018. In particular, in implementing the Paris Agreement, it is important to improve the transparency of information regarding climate change countermeasures in each country. In cooperation with Global Environment Facility (GEF) and others, we will promote the effective use of the "Capacity Building Initiative for Transparency (CBIT)" to support capacity development in developing countries. We will contribute to improving transparency on measuring and reducing emissions in each country through ongoing global scale greenhouse gas observation using a satellite “IBUKI” in the GOSAT series, and through development and dissemination of monitoring methods utilizing ICTs. In formulating implementation guidelines, we will continue discussions while working in cooperation with countries and related organizations.

Regarding the field of natural environment, we will actively participate in following the achievement of the Aichi Biodiversity Targets, and lead the initiative to formulate and achieve new global targets (post-2020 global biodiversity framework) after 2020.
Regarding chemical substances and waste management, we will utilize our knowledge and experience in negotiations developing guidelines for implementing the Minamata Convention on Mercury, and development of a successor framework to the "Strategic Approach to International Chemicals Management" (SAICM), thus contributing to further consensus building. In addition, we will promote cooperation with Europe and North America in order to ensure that chemical substances management in other countries is consistent with the system in place in Japan. In addition, at the G7, G20 and other forums, we will lead discussions on resource efficiency and promotion of 3Rs, contributing to a drastic improvement in global resource efficiency.

(Enhancement and active provision of scientific knowledge as a basis for international rules)
Scientific knowledge on climate change, biodiversity and ecosystem services, and resource circulation is a prerequisite for formulating international rules and this knowledge must continue to be enhanced. From this perspective, we will continue to support IPCC, Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), and the UNEP International Resource Panel (IRP). Whenever evaluation reports are prepared, Japan will make inputs particularly based on knowledge in the Asia-Pacific region by, for instance, increasing the number of Japanese authors.

The greenhouse gas observation satellite "IBUKI" (GOSAT) series will continue to make observations of greenhouse gas concentration distribution, ensuring more accurate estimates of greenhouse gas emissions and removals. By making this data available to government agencies and scientists in various countries, we will contribute to the advancement of international research on climate change and effectiveness of countermeasures to address it.

With regard to marine litter including microplastics, we will promote efforts to harmonize methods of monitoring microplastics under the framework of G7 and others. This will contribute to clarifying the global distribution of microplastics in the ocean. Through information-sharing and international cooperation under multilateral and bilateral frameworks, we will contribute to getting a clearer understanding of the actual situation of marine litter, and how to prevent generations, especially in the Asian region.

As measures against transboundary air pollution (PM 2.5, photochemical oxidants, dust and sand storm (yellow sand)), Japan will provide knowledge to bilateral partners and share the latest information, and exchange opinions under a multilateral framework, with a view to widening the scope of air environmental management across the Asian region.

Regarding chemical substance management, Japan will contribute to the implementation of the
Minamata Convention on Mercury by supporting the development of a mercury monitoring network. Japan will also contribute to international efforts under the Stockholm Convention by promoting the horizontal extension of monitoring technologies related to persistent organic pollutants (POPs).

(2) Support for building sustainable societies in other countries

(Dissemination of excellent environmental infrastructure overseas)
Through the Joint Crediting Mechanism (JCM) and Official Development Assistance (ODA), Japan will support introduction of various environmental infrastructure such as facilities for waste treatment, energy conservation, renewable energy, and pollution control, in developing countries, with the aim of improving local environment as well as expanding opportunities for Japan's environmental business.

Japan has a particular advantage in the resource recycling industry, and we plan to promote its international development, while fully taking into account the needs of developing countries. A package of support will be developed from feasibility studies to actual construction and maintenance, in terms of institutions, systems and technologies in the areas of waste-to-energy, recycling, domestic wastewater treatment, and mercury management.

(Support for climate change mitigation in developing countries)
Developing countries have increasing needs for climate change mitigation that require technical support. Taking a long-term perspective up to 2050, we will develop infrastructure to promote mitigation measures and reduce emissions by mainstreaming low-carbon technologies. This will be carried out by designing soft infrastructure, such as institutions, technologies and finance as a package, through funding mobilization, development of relevant plans, and establishing new institutions for the mainstreaming of effective technologies.

(Adaptation support in developing countries, international development of good practices in Japan)
It should be fully acknowledged that adaptation plans must be formulated and implemented based on scientific knowledge, and so Japan will create the “Asia-Pacific Climate Change Adaptation Information Platform (AP-PLAT)” to support adaptive behaviors in all sectors of developing countries vulnerable to climate change risks.

We will promote the "Satoyama Initiative", which is the result of the 10th Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity held in Japan in 2010. We will also demonstrate the international appeal of the Circulating and Ecological Economy to be built in Japan.
based on this Basic Plan.

(Institution building, capacity development support, and awareness raising in developing countries)
In the field of climate change, we will provide support for capacity development to improve access to various funds including the Green Climate Fund (GCF) for developing countries, support for capacity development by providing latest scientific knowledge, and support for the introduction of institutions and measures to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases. We will assist efforts to improve transparency of information on countermeasures taken by various stakeholders under partnership among those concerned as a basic information infrastructure, thereby create innovations in collaboration with developing countries.

In the field of natural environment, developing countries will need to build the capacity required to achieve the Aichi Targets, so we will provide technical assistance on the formulation and implementation of National Biodiversity Strategy, making use of the "Japan Biodiversity Fund" set up by the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity and “Nagoya Protocol Implementation Fund” set up by GEF.

We will cooperate with international organizations to proactively relay information across Asia on the long-term environmental and economic merits of proper waste management, by introducing advanced technology and promoting resource circulation. In cooperation with NGOs, we will also promote exchange and support at the grassroots level for raising public awareness about environmental conservation. In addition we will also take the lead in Asia in strengthening cooperation among countries to prevent illegal imports and exports of hazardous waste through the Asian Network Workshops.

In the field of chemical substances, we will support countries in Asia that are in the process of constructing a chemical substance management system to ensure coordination with the system already in place in Japan. We will also provide assistance for the implementation of the Minamata Convention on Mercury including technical cooperation for mercury management carried out by developing countries, making full use of the National Institute for Minamata Disease. Moreover, in order to improve air quality and reduce water pollution, we will promote and utilize a co-benefits approach that simultaneously realizes greenhouse gas emission reduction and improvement of the local environment through bilateral cooperation. In the field of water environment, we will aim to promote support for institution building and capacity development through a network of administrative officials across many Asian countries.
In addition, we will promote city-to-city collaboration to stimulate actions cutting across many sectors, drawing upon knowledge accumulated in many local governments.
Chapter 3 Development of environmental policies to support priority strategies

Japan’s environmental policy originated from countermeasures taken against serious pollution that occurred during the period of high economic growth after World War II. The policy undoubtedly brought tangible environmental benefits responsible for much of today’s dramatically improved living conditions. Our current standard of living tends to be thought of as “a given”, but it must be remembered that it is in fact due to “a culmination of historical efforts” to improve environmental health.

Environmental policies that started to deal with pollution control now cover a wide range of issues including climate change, waste management, and biodiversity, and government plans in each of these areas have been formulated to deal with these issues. Countermeasures are making progress, but they fall short in many ways. The government will continue to promote measures in each field and strengthen measures to ensure responses are adequate.

By way of illustration, environmental policy as a whole can be considered as a tree, with the six priority strategies in the previous chapter as its "flowers" and the "environmental policies to support priority strategies" in this chapter making up its "trunk" or "roots". Without a trunk and roots, the tree will not bloom and only when the flowers bloom will the tree bear fruit for future generations. Just as the roots and trunk of a tree form the main support, it is vital to steadily advance environmental policies to support priority strategies.

1. Climate change measures

Based on the Paris Agreement, Japan has implemented various measures listed in the "the Plan for Global Warming Countermeasures" (Cabinet decision on May 13, 2016) formulated under the Act on Promotion of Global Warming Countermeasures, and progress is being made towards achievement of the mid-term target of a 26% greenhouse gas emission reduction by 2030 (compared with 2013; and by 25.4% compared with 2005). The Action Plan states that “Under the fair and effective international framework in which all major emitting countries participate, based on the Paris Agreement, Japan leads the international community so that major emitting countries can tackle emission reductions according to their capabilities, and with the long-term goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2050, aims at simultaneously achieving both global warming countermeasures and economic growth. Such a deep cut in emissions is difficult to achieve through the extension of existing measures so far. Therefore, we will pursue solutions through innovation such as development and deployment of innovative technologies that enables drastic emission reductions, and, while promoting domestic
investment, enhancing the international competitiveness, and requesting opinions from the public, aims to achieve a deep cut in emissions through long-term, strategic actions, thereby contributing to global GHG emission reductions.”

We fully recognize the current state of the environment, economy, and society, and will meet the challenges ahead by way of concrete measures. Based on the accumulation of lessons learned from practices of various measures both at home and abroad including introduction of carbon pricing, we will promote policies that contribute to II2ES by utilizing regional resources, technological innovation, originality and ingenuity. This in turn will lead to economic revitalization, employment creation, and a solution to regional challenges. We will put in place policies leveraging a broad scope of actions to move forward with global warming countermeasures that promote the reduction of emissions while driving regional revitalization and economic development to support a high-quality of life for Japan’s citizens, including through energy conservation, maximum introduction of renewable energy, further acceleration of technology development, social implementation, and lifestyle and workstyle reform.

Japan’s electric power sector, for instance, accounts for about 40% of the country’s energy-originated CO₂ emissions: low carbonizing this sector remains a significant challenge. Coal-fired power generation in particular has higher CO₂ emissions than other thermal power plants, bringing about moves mainly by developed countries to curb coal-fired power generation and the resulting CO₂ emissions. We will make every effort to meet the targeted emission factor of 0.37 kg - CO₂ / kWh, which is consistent with the reduction target and the energy mix of 2030. To comply with the Paris Agreement aimed at net zero emissions of anthropogenic greenhouse gases (balancing anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions and removals) in the second half of this century, it is necessary to drastically reduce emissions from thermal power generation. In light of this, while paying close attention to domestic and overseas trends, actions will be taken to address global warming in the electric power sector.

Nuclear power is a low-carbon baseload power source that does not emit greenhouse gases when operating. Safety issues of nuclear power plants will be in line with the expert judgment of the Nuclear Regulation Authority, and nuclear power plants will be restarted if the Authority deems that regulatory standards are met. In such cases, it is crucial to gain the understanding and cooperation of stakeholders such as the local governments concerned.

We will move to reduce emissions of fluorocarbons, by strengthening comprehensive measures throughout the lifecycle of fluorocarbons from upstream to downstream (production, use, recovery, and destruction/recycle), in consideration of the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol.
In addition, it is important to consistently show the direction that the country is taking towards long-term substantial reductions so as to contribute to investment decisions and decision-making for bold low carbonization actions by all stakeholders. Based on the Paris Agreement, what is needed are significant reductions in domestic emissions based upon a long-term low-emission development strategy, thereby making maximum contributions to global emission reductions, and simultaneously achieving further economic growth in Japan.

Measures listed in the “National Plan for Adaptation to the Impacts of Climate Change” will be implemented to adapt to the impacts of climate change.

2. Establishment of sound material-cycle society

Regarding the formation of a sound material-cycle society, based on the priority strategies set out in Chapter 2, comprehensive efforts will be made for the creation of a sustainable society according to the system of environmental conservation measures in Part 4. These measures will be promoted comprehensively and systematically according to the Fundamental Plan for Establishing a Sound Material-Cycle Society, based on the “Fundamental Law for Establishing a Sound Material-Cycle Society” (Act No. 110 of 2000).

3. Securing biodiversity and living in harmony with nature

Regarding initiatives to secure biodiversity and to live in harmony with nature, measures will be comprehensively and systematically promoted based on the National Biodiversity Strategy of Japan 2012-2020 formulated under the Basic Act on Biodiversity. In line with post-2020 global biodiversity framework expected to be decided at the 15th Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity in 2020, and based upon the priority strategies set out in Chapter 2 and the system of environmental conservation measures in Part 4, revisions to the national biodiversity strategy will be made after 2021.

4. Environmental risk management

Measures to protect public health and living environment by preventing pollution in the atmosphere, areas of public water, groundwater, and soil, and preventing environmental pollution from harmful chemical substances are the starting point of the environmental administration, thus these will be steadily promoted going forward.
(1) Environmental conservation of water, air and soil
We aim to meet environmental standards related to water, air and soil as the basis for our survival. We will implement appropriate measures based on related laws, including the “Air Pollution Control Act” (Act No. 97 of 1968), “Water Pollution Prevention Act” (Act No. 138 of 1970), and the “Soil Contamination Countermeasures Act” (Act No. 53 of 2002). Particular focus will be placed on the following matters.

--1--Promotion of water pollution measures
Achieving and maintaining environmental water-quality standards requires respective responses to various types of wastewater such as that from factories, offices, and households, as well as waste water from non-point sources such as urban / agricultural land. To this end, we will promote the following measures to reduce pollutant loads: regulations to control effluent and the total emission reduction, based on the Water Pollution Prevention Act; regulations on the use of pesticides based on the “Agricultural Chemicals Control Act” (Act No. 82 of 1948); and putting in place various household wastewater treatment facilities such as sewage, facilities to deal with wastewater from agricultural settlement, and Johkasou (decentralized wastewater treatment system) from individual households. In addition to this, we will make every effort to comprehensively promote proper conservation, regeneration and sediment improvement of natural coasts, tidal flats, and seaweed beds, among others. Actions are also needed to facilitate treatment of drifting waste in enclosed coastal seas.

--2--Conservation of groundwater and ground environment, and sustainable groundwater use
We will promote and support actions in areas suffering from continuing ground subsidence, but where extraction of groundwater is not regulated by law. Effective technologies should be introduced to control the amount of groundwater extracted. Actions are also needed to prevent recurrence of subsidence by the regulation of extraction of groundwater in those areas that had ground subsidence in the past. Furthermore, thermal use of groundwater for renewable energy is on the increase in recent years, which has resulted in increasing extraction of groundwater. In view of this, we will undertake a study on ways to control extraction of groundwater and to carry out management to prevent ground subsidence.

--3--Promotion of PM$_{2.5}$ and photochemical oxidant countermeasures
We will continue to appropriately implement countermeasures against fixed sources and mobile sources based on the Air Pollution Control Act. Comprehensive measures will be taken to reduce photochemical oxidants and precursors causing PM2.5, while paying economic and technical
considerations, based on an understanding and full scientific knowledge of actual emissions, as well as looking at how emission control technologies are developed and disseminated.

--4--Promotion and enhancement of measures to prevent scattering of asbestos
In order to strengthen measures to prevent scattering of asbestos, further consideration will be given on the issues such as countermeasures for removal of asbestos-containing materials other than the specified construction materials for which countermeasures are already in practice, along with ensuring through preliminary surveys based on Air Pollution Control Act before demolition or refurbishment works begin and raising more awareness among orderers and contractors of such works.

--5--Appropriate management of environmental risks by countermeasures against soil pollution
For the appropriate risk management of soil contamination, relevant governmental and ministerial ordinances will be prepared, to implement the “Amendment to the Soil Contamination Countermeasures Act” (Act No.33 of 2017). We will also ensure safety through properly continued investigations and measures. In addition, we will ensure proper information disclosure and dissemination, aimed at bringing about improvements of sense of security and facilitation of land transactions.

--6--Initiative actions for the creation of a comfortable sensory environment
In order to effectively address problems concerning the living environment that adversely affect senses of people such as noise, vibration, offensive odor, heat stress, and light pollution, we will promote actions by local governments, necessary study and research and public awareness. The actions could include preparation and distributing manuals that set out regulations and good practices based on the “Noise Regulation Act” (Act No.98 of 1968) and others. Also public awareness will be raised by providing guidelines on measures to deal with excessive heat, by researching the impact of excessive heat on humans, and by providing information to prevent heat illness.

● Indicators to promote countermeasures
As stated above various countermeasures are implemented, and the progress is evaluated based on the following indicators:

(Indicators on water environmental conservation)

- Achievement of environmental quality standards concerning water pollution of areas of public water and groundwater
- Number of watershed circulation plans formulated
(Additional indicators on water environmental conservation)

- Monitoring spots for water quality
- Pollutant loads in major enclosed water areas
- Total quantity of waste dumped at sea
- Amount of wastewater reuse
- Number of groundwater springs
- Forest areas (monolayer forest, multilayered forest, natural forest)
- Areas of forest reserves
- Areas of protected waterside zones from the water environment conservation point of view
- Areas of tidal flats and seaweed beds in major enclosed coastal seas
- Number of areas that started to create rural natural environment from the viewpoint of ecosystem conservation
- Number of sites for activities to create Satoumi
- Areas covered by joint conservation activities of the water environment around agricultural land
- Water and green public spaces secured in urban areas
- Number of participants in the national aquatic organisms survey

(Indicators on air quality conservation)

- Achievement of environmental quality standards for each air pollutant
- Achievement of environmental quality standards and guideline values of hazardous air pollutants
- Achievement of environmental quality standards on automobile noise in areas along main trunk roads
- Achievement of environmental quality standards on noise caused by Shinkansen and aircrafts
- Achievement of environmental quality standards on noise in general areas

(2) Chemical substance management

With regard to the management of hazardous chemical substances, comprehensive countermeasures will be implemented from the viewpoint of protecting public health and the environment, including through the implementation of related laws and regulations, such as the “Act on the Evaluation of Chemical Substances and Regulation of Their Manufacture” (Act 117 of 1973, hereafter Act on the Evaluation and Regulation of Chemical Substances), the “Act on Confirmation of Release Amounts of Specific Chemical Substances in the Environment and Promotion of Improvements to the Management Thereof” (Act No.86 of 1999). Particular attention will be placed on the following issues:

---

-Promotion of actions on risk minimization throughout the whole lifecycle of chemical substances
Chemical substance management will be based on the SAICM National Implementation Plan (Inter-Ministerial Meeting on SAICM, September 2012) with the objective as indicated at WSSD to achieve “by 2020, that chemicals are used and produced in ways that lead to the minimization of significant adverse effects on human health and the environment.” In particular, the following will be implemented:

I. Risk assessment of chemical substances based on the Act on the Evaluation and Regulation of Chemical Substances, and designation of those found posing significant risks as Class II Specified Chemical Substances,

II. Much wider assessment of toxicity through the development of Quantitative Structure-activity Relationship (QSAR),

III. Regarding exposure assessment, development of methodologies for measuring the released amounts to the environment from the entire lifecycle of chemical substances, and improvement of the methodologies based on the PRTR system and other monitoring systems,

IV. Based on the above, implementation of risk reduction focusing on the entire lifecycle of chemicals from manufacturing to disposal. For particularly high risk substances, risk management by continuing emission control based on the Air Pollution Control Act, Water Pollution Prevention Act, and the “Act on Special Measures against Dioxins” (Act No. 105 of 1999). A review of the domestic implementation plan corresponding to the framework of SAICM after 2020, as well as progress checks and updates various policy measures with check results.

--2--Promotion of survey research on chemical substances

Chemical substance countermeasures require administrative efforts based on scientific knowledge. Therefore, working to accumulate this knowledge, we will move forward with improving the efficiency and sophistication of risk assessment, as well as with conducting survey research on unresolved issues, thereby leading to detailed understanding of environmental risks and their reduction. In addition, research on chemical substance countermeasures will be promoted by various institutions including local environmental research institutes, and reliable and efficient implementation of surveys including monitoring will be carried out, followed by systematic organization and management of the accumulated survey data.

--3--Promotion of understanding and dialogue on management and risks of chemical substances

Partnership should be strengthened among stakeholders (national and local governments, citizens, NGOs, industry, and experts) aimed at sharing accurate information and communicating through dialogue on the risks of chemical substances. By making use of methods for classification and labeling
of chemicals such as GHS (Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals) labels, and SDS (Safety Data Sheet), information can be shared among businesses and between business operators and consumers, thereby promoting understanding in schools and businesses about environmental risks.

--4-- Japan Environment and Children’s Study (JECS)
We will establish an appropriate risk management system by clarifying environmental effects that chemical substances in the environment have on the physical and mental health of children, by conducting a large-scale and long-term cohort survey, targeting 100,000 mother-child pairs for the purpose of leading to a safe and secure child-rearing environment, tracking from the fetal stage during pregnancy until they become 13 years of age.

--5-- Improvement of ecological risk assessment of pesticides
Looking at pesticides from the viewpoint of protecting the living environment, conventional risk assessment should be carried out based on acute effects on particular aquatic animals and plants, new risk assessment methods should be developed to detect effects from long-term exposures, and on organisms other than aquatic animals and plants used by conventional assessment, thereby with improving ecological risk assessment used currently for the pesticide registration system.

● Indicators to promote countermeasures
As stated above various countermeasures are implemented, and the progress is evaluated based on the following indicators:

(Indicators on the residual conditions in the environment)
- Achievement of environmental quality standards, targets, guideline values on harmful substances designated
- Implementation status of various environmental and monitoring surveys (the number of chemical substances surveyed, that of survey sites, and that of different environmental media)
- For substances that are continuously monitored for long periods of time, such as POPs, study on indexing any increasing and decreasing trends in concentration (e.g. the number of substances whose concentration tends to decrease)

(Indicators on releases into the environment)
- Amounts of release and transfer of chemical substances which are designated under the PRTR system
(Indicators on risk assessment)

- Implementation status of screening evaluation and risk assessment based on the Act on the Evaluation and Regulation of Chemical Substances
- Implementation status of new ecological risk assessment for the pesticide registration system

(3) Environmental health measures

Proactive measures, including those given in (1) and (2) above, will be taken to prevent the occurrence of pollution related health damage. Prompt and fair protection and securement of health for pollution victims will also be promoted.

--1--Pollution health damage compensation
Based on the “Act on Pollution Health Damage Compensation” (Act No. 111 of 1973, hereafter Act on Compensation), and giving consideration to the polluter-pays principle, Japan will implement compensation benefits and programs of pollution health and welfare for acknowledged patients and provide prompt and fair relief.

--2--Implementation of activities to prevent damage to health by environmental pollution
Making use of the investment profit of the Pollution Health Damage Prevention Fund created in the Environmental Restoration and Conservation Agency, necessary projects will be conducted such as research to prevent health damage due to air pollution and to ensure the health of local residents.

--3--Environmental health surveillance for air pollution
Along with the 1987 Partial Revision of the Act on Compensation (De-listing of the Type 1 designated areas), Environmental Health Surveillance for Air Pollution has been implemented with the aim of regularly and continuously monitoring the relationship between the health conditions of local populations and air pollution, and of taking measures required when necessary.

--4--Promotion of measures on Minamata disease
Based on laws such as the “Act on Special Measures Concerning Relief for Victims of Minamata Disease and Solution to the Problem of Minamata Disease” (Act No. 81 of 2009), we will implement compensation, medical treatment and welfare measures, and revitalization and reconciliation of local communities in collaboration with relevant local governments and others so that all victims and local people can live in the community with peace of mind.

--5--Relief for asbestos health damage
Based on the “Act on Asbestos Health Damage Relief” (Act No.4 of 2006), prompt relief will be carried out for victims and others with health damage caused by asbestos. Moreover, based on the report of the Asbestos Health Damage Relief Subcommittee of the Environmental Health Subcommittee of the Central Environment Council, compiled in December 2016, we will study on health management methods, operation of the Asbestos Health Damage Relief System, and promotion of the research.

5. Various basic measures

In partnership with various stakeholders, we will carry out effective implementation of the priority strategies outlined in Chapter 2 and various measures listed in sections from 1 to 4 above. Specific actions taken will include implementation of EIA, enhancement of scientific knowledge, development of human resources through education, and analysis and provision of related information.

(1) EIA

Regarding EIA, the national government, local governments and related organizations will collaborate to develop a common basis for ensuring appropriate environmental considerations. We will conduct a comprehensive review on how to institutionalize a system that contributes to the reduction of cumulative and complex environmental impacts.

--- Development of comprehensive measures for EIA system

We will consider how to implement strategic environmental assessment to properly incorporate environmental considerations in policies and plans to be developed before deciding actual sites and scales of development projects. Moreover, subsequent to EIA, we will make efforts to follow up by utilizing standardized reporting procedures. In addition, we will strive to gather information on projects not covered by the "Environmental Impact Assessment Act" (Act No. 81 of 1997). If necessary, we will also look at measures to promote environmental considerations in the planning and implementation of the projects not subject to the Environmental Impact Assessment Act.

--- Implementation of qualified and efficient EIA system

We will take measures to properly and effectively operate the Environmental Impact Assessment Act including strengthening the review system, and regular reviewing and revision of enforcement. We will also promote the development of information infrastructure, such as providing basic environmental information and actual examples of EIA. We will also work on research and development as well as dissemination of the latest technical methodologies related to EIA, in addition
to capacity building. Furthermore, studies and consideration will be carried out from environmental conservation perspectives on development projects possibly subjected to the Environmental Impact Assessment Act in the future and necessary measures will be taken.

(2) Promotion of research and development as a basis of policy decisions based on scientific knowledge

--1-- Strengthening of institutions engaged in environment research and technology development

We will strengthen the basis for research and development concerning the environment with the following measures: implementation of research and development that contribute to environmental policies development utilizing the Environment Research and Technology Development Fund, strengthening functions of the National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES) to maximize results of research and development as a core institution for environmental research, strengthening the role of local environmental research institutes, improvement of basic information that contributes to research, technology development and policy planning in the environmental field, strengthening cooperation with local public environmental research institutes, and capacity development through enhancement of training courses conducted at the National Environmental Research and Training Institute.

We will also promote academic research, and nurture the environment industry including creation of environmental business by enhancing support for research and development carried out by various entities such as private companies, universities and local governments. We will systematically collect and analyze information on research and development conducted jointly by public and private entities, and share such information with the public.

--2-- Promotion of research and development as a basis of policy decisions based on scientific knowledge

Based on this Basic Plan, we will formulate a strategy to promote research and technology development for the environment. The strategy will lay the basis for NIES to revise its medium-to-long term goals. We will steadily implement research responding to the needs for further environment policy development, utilizing the Environment Research and Technology Development Fund.

(3) Promotion of environmental education and learning

Environmental education and learning will be carried out to develop capacity and qualification of those who will act as core persons to build a sustainable society, under the Act on Promotion of
Environmental Education etc. and the basic policies stipulated by the government based on that Act according to the concept of ESD. In particular, the following points will be priority areas:

--1--Deepening and enriching environmental education through training practitioners
In practicing environmental education, it is especially important to foster the right spirit to create a sustainable society and nurture the skills necessary for problem-solving. To that end, each one of us should continuously learn lessons throughout our lifetime by developing attitudes from finding specific challenges in their daily lives in relation to surrounding nature and communities, making efforts to work on solutions for themselves, and reviewing resultant changes accordingly. The Ministries concerned will cooperate in the training of practitioners to ensure each actor involved in environmental education could recognize the importance of such learning and put it into practice.

--2--Expansion of “places to experience opportunities” where citizens can participate
“Learning by doing” is effective in fostering interest about the environment and encouraging motivation for creating a sustainable society. However, interests among parents toward participation remain low at present. Therefore, efforts will be made on the expansion of “places to experience opportunities” to build momentum for establishing a sustainable society and nurturing the skills necessary for problem-solving, in collaboration with various stakeholders including companies. We will carry out leadership training with the active involvement of citizens to enhance the effectiveness of learning by doing. This approach will be undertaken by making full use of the accreditation system for “places to experience opportunities” based on the Act on Promotion of Environmental Education etc., the registration system for initiatives to certify expert personnel, and the agreement system on environmental conservation.

--3--Promotion of learning through participation in diverse activities for environmental conservation and community development
Due to the declining birthrate and aging society, and expansion of regional economic disparity, there is concern that we may not be able to gain sufficient support among citizens to engage in activities for environmental conservation and in sustainable communities. On the other hand, we will have more time to spend on activities other than our work due to workstyle reform. As a result, the time will come when re-learning becomes a part of life. Our lives will no longer be based on a single road system, where new graduates are hired by companies and then work until retirement.

Based upon the above, we will provide opportunities for young people, those of working age, and people just before retirement to participate in various activities for environmental conservation and sustainable community development, and promote learning through these activities.
Support for business on environmental leadership development
Efforts will be promoted to train environmental leaders inside and outside companies with a view to appropriately integrate environmental considerations into corporate management, and generate new corporate values. Such environmental leaders are expected to have the capacity to tackle environmental management and environmental conservation, thereby promoting greening economy and society.

(4) Improvement and provision of environmental information
We will promote comprehensive and systematic utilization of public-private data in the environmental field based on "Declaration to be the World’s Most Advanced IT Nation: Basic Plan for the Advancement of Public and Private Sector Data Utilization" (Cabinet decision on May 30, 2017) formulated based on the "Basic Act on the Advancement of Public and Private Sector Data Utilization" (Act No. 103 of 2016). We will promote steady improvement and utilization of statistical data for environmental policymaking to promote evidence-based policymaking (EBPM) based on the “Final Report of Statistical Reform Promotion Council” (approved by Statistical Reform Promotion Council in May 2017) and “Basic Plan on Public Statistics Improvement” (Cabinet decision on March 6, 2018). In particular, the following points will be prioritized.

--1-- Improvement of environmental information to promote EBPM
We will collect and maintain a wide range of statistical data on environment, economy and society held by international organizations, the national government, local governments and private companies to steadily promote EBPM in environmental administration. Meanwhile, statistical information for policymaking will also be steadily improved.

--2-- Promotion of information provision in response to user needs
We will strengthen efforts to promote open-data related to the environmental for mutual utilization of data held by the government, local governments and businesses, based on the "Basic Principles on Open Data" (approved by Strategic Headquarters for the Promotion of an Advanced Information and Telecommunications Network Society, Strategic Conference for the Advancement of Public and Private Sector Data Utilization in May 2017). In the meantime, we will advance the provision of information based on user needs to enhance and strengthen partnerships, promote citizens’ participation in environmental policies, and encourage a shift to sustainable lifestyles. Information should be available in a user-friendly manner, accessible anywhere anytime through the use of IT with both reliability and accuracy ensured.
6. Reconstruction after the Great East Japan Earthquake and responses to future large-scale disasters

(1) Reconstruction after the Great East Japan Earthquake

--1--Construction of Interim Storage Facility (ISF)

Necessary measures will be carried out with regard to establishing Interim Storage Facility (where soil from decontamination operations in Fukushima is managed and stored safely until final disposal), and continuous transport of the contaminated soil to such facilities, as well as treatment of radioactive material contaminated waste, and reduction as well as recycling of removed soil. Projects to promote these measures will be taken promptly and appropriately by all Ministries concerned with close cooperation among various stakeholders particularly with local governments.

--2--Development of specified reconstruction and revitalization bases (Reconstruction Hubs) in the Areas where Returning is Difficult (ARD)

We will promote integrated implementation of decontamination, dismantling, and infrastructure development at “Reconstruction Hubs” in the Areas where Returning is Difficult (ARD) along with the reconstruction and revitalization plan for approved and specified reconstruction and revitalization sites of each local government based on the “Act on Special Measures for the Reconstruction and Revitalization of Fukushima” (Act No. 25 of 2012 and revised in May 2017).

--3--Health management and response to health concerns of residents regarding radiation exposure through risk communication

The following points were raised as “Direction of the Immediate Measures by the Ministry of the Environment” in February 2015 based on the “Interim report of experts’ meeting for the health management of the public following TEPCO Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant accident” (December 2014): (1) Promotion of initial radiation dose assessment after the accident, (2) Monitoring of disease morbidity trends in Fukushima Prefecture and neighboring prefectures, (3) Improvement of Fukushima health management surveys "thyroid ultrasound examination", and 4) Continuation and improvement of risk communications. Moving forward, support measures will be carried out including radiation dose assessment, research on radiation health effects, support for Fukushima health management surveys, and consultations by radiation counselor support center.

--4--Reconstruction of disaster-hit areas through resource circulation

Future-oriented reconstruction through resource circulation will be promoted by thermoelectric
utilization of waste disposal facilities and improvement of low carbon-type recycling. At the same time, measures focusing on the natural connections among forests, the countryside, rivers and the sea, and circulation of funds within the community will be promoted.

(2) Response to natural disasters

--1--Disaster waste treatment
Recently, large-scale disasters have taken place almost every year in Japan. Among major challenges are the treatment of garbage and human waste because waste treatment facilities are significantly damaged, and the treatment of large amounts of disaster waste. It is now predicted that the Nankai Trough earthquake and an earthquake centered directly under Tokyo are likely to occur in the near future. If the treatment of large amounts disaster waste is impeded, recovery and reconstruction will be delayed significantly. The other concern is the fact that a single municipality, the body responsible for waste management, cannot singlehandedly cope with disaster waste treatment at the time of such a large-scale disaster.

Based on the above, we aim to strengthen in non-disaster time a waste treatment system on a more multi-layered basis cutting across the local, regional and nation levels. When a disaster hits, appropriate and prompt treatment of disaster waste will be conducted mainly by local municipalities in cooperation with regional units concerned, and nationwide frameworks, depending on the scale of disaster.

--2--Environmental conservation measures in disaster-hit areas
We will make every effort to widely disseminate the following information to prevent asbestos from scattering in the event of a disaster: gaining an understanding of asbestos use in building constructions in non-disaster time; warning neighbors; promoting emergency measures and environmental monitoring at the time of disaster.

In addition we will provide information on countermeasures against pests and odors associated with disaster waste as well as measures to cope with odor at temporary toilets at evacuation shelters. Experts will be dispatched on an as-needed basis to provide guidance and advice by pinpointing causes of odor, and ways and means to control these matters.

Furthermore, support will be made in cooperation with local governments such as promoting pet-care at evacuation shelters and developing a temporary care system for affected pets, based on the guidelines developed by the experience of past disasters such as the Great East Japan Earthquake and
the Kumamoto Earthquake.
Part 3  Effective implementation of the Basic Environment Plan

1. Implementation of the Plan

(1) Implementation of the Plan by government

In order to effectively implement the Basic Environment Plan, it is first important to share information about the intended direction of II2ES set out by this Plan both inside and outside the government, and to take action to support cooperation between all entities concerned.

In addition to the Cabinet meeting, the government will deepen common understanding of this direction through related ministerial meetings and meetings between relevant ministries and agencies, and work closely with relevant organizations to implement measures on environmental conservation raised in the Basic Environment Plan in a comprehensive and systematic manner. We will work to obtain a shared recognition on the way forward to institutionalize II2ES, among all stakeholders including local governments, businesses, private organizations and citizens.

In order to implement various measures listed in the Basic Environment Plan, we will put in place the necessary systems, financial arrangements and others, while verifying how effective the measures will be. Based on the progress of the Plan and the state of the environment, the government will work appropriately by adding necessary improvements, and promoting comprehensive implementation of various projects under the cooperation of relevant organizations. The government will also work to take financial and other necessary measures to cover the costs for environmental conservation actions taken by local governments voluntarily and proactively according to local situations.

Based on the Basic Environment Plan, the relevant ministries and agencies will promote environmental considerations, according to basic policies regarding environmental considerations both for actions by ordinary economic entities such as use of goods and energy in offices, conferences and events, and for policy development such as drafting new institutions which could significantly impact the environment. To enhance initiatives of environmental considerations, we will proactively promote efforts to improve environmental management systems through reviewing the implementation of measures for environmental considerations, and strengthening mechanisms to reflect the results of such reviews in each relevant activity.

(2) Implementation of Plans by non-government entities

It is necessary for all entities to cooperate and collaborate closely to voluntarily and actively promote
various measures under a fair division of roles based on the Basic Environment Plan. Each entity is to make maximum efforts to incorporate environmental considerations into its own actions in line with the Plan’s direction of II2ES. The procedural methods such as the environmental management system will be utilized to promote this challenge.

Along with the direction mentioned in the Plan, local governments are expected to proceed comprehensively and systematically with measures in line with the national government as well as with their own measures, by formulating a comprehensive environmental conservation plan in cooperation with the national government and in response to local natural and social conditions.

(3) **Collaboration with various plans**

Socio-economic activities are becoming more closely linked with the environmental issues of today. As a result, policies in a wide range of areas are now related to environmental policy. In formulating plans that are considered to have an impact on the environment, the national government must consider environmental conservation in line with II2ES. The following policies are prioritized in consideration for environmental conservation.

In terms of environmental conservation, there should be clear coordination between the Basic Environment Plan and other national plans.

In addition, other national plans, exclusively aimed at conserving the environment should be formulated and promoted in accordance with the fundamental direction of the Basic Environment Plan.

For those plans that include components concerning environmental conservation, the part prescribing environmental matters shall be in line with the fundamental direction of the Basic Environment Plan. Therefore, both these plans and the Basic Environment Plan should be coordinated and mutually supportive. Particularly, for those plans for which specific laws and regulations require harmonization with the Basic Environment Plan, special care needs to be taken to ensure that they are in line with the fundamental direction of the this Plan.

2. **Review of the progress of the Plan**

(1) **Implementation policy**

The Central Environment Council will review the progress of the measures based on the Basic Environment Plan, while listening to the opinions of citizens of various categories to ensure the steady implementation of the Basic Environment Plan. The Council will report to the government on
subsequent policy directions as needed.

---

1--Progress review of individual measures stipulated in the Plan
The Council will review in FY2019 and FY2021 the progress of individual measures through interviews with related ministries on Part 2 Chapter 2 “Priority strategies”, Chapter 3 “Environmental policies to support priority strategies” and Part 4 “System of environmental conservation measures”. As for “1. Climate change measures”, the latest review results of the Plan for Global Warming Countermeasures and the National Plan for Adaptation to the Impacts of Climate Change will be utilized as much as possible. Regarding “2. Establishment of sound material-Cycle society” and “3. Securing biodiversity and living in harmony with nature”, the latest review results of the Fundamental Plan for Establishing a Sound Material-cycle Society and the National Biodiversity Strategy of Japan will be utilized as much as possible.

2--Review of comprehensive progress of the Plan
The Council will review the priority strategies in FY2020 and FY2022 by referring to the review results of individual measures implemented in the previous year respectively. The review will emphasize how much progress has been made on “Innovations across all perspectives including those concerning economic and social systems, lifestyles and technologies” and “Simultaneous solutions for socio-economic challenges through environmental policy”. These two points are mentioned in Part 1 Chapter 2 as roles in future environmental policies. In addition, interviews will be conducted on good practices by public and private initiatives related to priority strategies. We will also review progress made on each of the measures as a part of environmental policies to support the priority strategies and the system of environmental conservation measures. Based on these results, a report will be compiled respectively on the comprehensive progress of the Basic Environment Plan.

3--Utilization of indicators for understanding the progress
The review will use a set of indicators that collectively show the environmental situation and the progress made on various initiatives concerned. This will clarify the overall trends regarding progress of the Plan and contribute to ensuring the effectiveness of the Plan. Quantitative indicators will be used as much as possible. However, in case it is difficult or inappropriate to quantify the indicators due to the nature of the measures concerned, qualitative evaluation is used as a basis and quantitative indicators will be applied supplementary.

The characteristics and limitations of these indicators should be taken into account. It is also important to strive to gain broad understanding of stakeholders. Reviews will be routinely carried out so that the indicators accurately reflect the direction of the Plan and appropriately match the state of
the environment, economy and society. Indicators should be revised flexibly as necessary, considering their continuity and further improvement.

(2) Utilization of review results of progress of the Plan

The review results by the Council will be utilized for planning national policies, and reflected in the annual report as stipulated in Article 12 of the Basic Environment Act, thereby communicated widely to a wide range of stakeholders.

3. Revision of the Basic Environment Plan

The government will revise the contents of the Plan approximately five years following its formulation. Based on the above mentioned review results by the Council, necessary consultations will be made with the Council. Considering the revision of the contents of the Plan, the Plan will be re-formulated when considered necessary.

In terms of the concrete goals of each area and specific measures contained in the Plan, it is important to respond flexibly and appropriately, with a view to realizing a sustainable society envisaged, according to changes in the economy and society both in and outside Japan as well as considering and updating of progress of measures taken.